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MACON CITIZENS HABILITIES, INC.
GENERAL POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND OPERATIONS MANUAL
MISSION STATEMENT
Macon Citizens Habilities, Inc. advocates for and protects the rights of individuals
with intellectual and developmental disabilities. MCH provides
comprehensive residential and community‐based services.
INTRODUCTION
MACON CITIZENS HABILITIES, INC. (MCH) provides services through 4 Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intel‐
lectual Disabilities (ICF‐IID) group homes, 2 Developmentally Disabled Adult (DDA) group homes, community‐based pro‐
grams including a community day program, Medicaid waiver services (NC Innovations), including an alternative family living
arrangement (AFL), and respite service, Community Networking, In‐Home Skills Building, and Personal Care Services in a
fiscally sound and responsible manner. An annual financial audit is conducted by an independent firm. Audit results are
provided to the board of directors and to funding sources as required by contract(s). Financial consultation and direction
are obtained from certified public accountants with experience in the business practices of private, non‐profit organizations
with a wide array of funding sources. MCH welcomes and solicits evaluations from regulatory and related parties and has an
internal quality assurance program. All MCH programs except community‐based Innovations services are accredited by
CARF, Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities.
BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES
MCH is a private, non‐profit corporation [501 (c) 3] with a board of directors. Each employee is employed by Macon Citi‐
zens Habilities, Inc. (MCH). The executive director is directly responsible to the MCH Board and is charged with the supervi‐
sion or delegation of supervision of the rest of personnel. The MCH Board strives to assure that its members and employ‐
ees are leaders in the community and are qualified to carry out their assigned duties responsibly.
New MCH Board members are oriented by the board president or a delegated board representative to their responsibilities
and the history of the organization. The function of the board is described in a separate board manual.
See Attachment 1 ‐‐ Organizational Chart
PHILOSOPHY
MCH provides comprehensive, integrated, and individualized services to persons with intellectual and developmental disa‐
bilities who may also have physical or mental disabilities. These services are designed to increase the individual's potential
through training and experience, both in residential, prevocational, retirement and community‐based settings. MCH pro‐
vides these services through the establishment of practical and measurable goals which are applied within representative
training situations. Each program operated by MCH complies with the respective federal and state standards and require‐
ments of that program or funding source.
OVERVIEW/VISION
MCH is a dynamic entity and vital resource in Macon County and Jackson Counties and all of western North Carolina. MCH
provides quality essential services to persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities, advocates for, and is commit‐
ted to person‐centered services. MCH envisions meaningful activities and opportunities which involve active treatment for
adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Active treatment is an aggressive, consistent implementation of
training, treatment, health services, and related services directed toward the acquisition of the behaviors necessary for the
client to function with as much self‐determination and independence as possible, and the prevention or deceleration of
regression or loss of current optimal functional status.
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MCH provides persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities with accredited residential and day‐program ser‐
vices. An individualized goal or treatment plan which integrates all available resources is developed through a person‐
centered process with client and/or family/guardian participation as appropriate. Such participation is documented within
each individualized plan. All persons within each program have individual habilitation or goal plans specific to the require‐
ments of the funding source.
MCH maintains and strives to improve the architectural accessibility of its facilities, to promote the improvement of acces‐
sibility in the community, and to encourage all staff and clients to participate in such efforts. Annual reviews are conducted
to monitor and improve accessibility.
MCH does not discriminate on the basis of sex, age, race, religion, national origin, or disability with regard to employment
or services and makes every effort to make reasonable accommodations for both clients and employees.
MCH provides services to persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities. While there may be other diagnoses or
disabilities, the individual must have an intellectual and developmental disability to qualify for MCH services.
MCH promotes social and economic opportunities for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities both in the
community and within the organization and encourages and trains staff and clients to access opportunities. Persons with
disabilities are recruited to employment positions whenever possible. Staff and clients are provided opportunities to learn
about cultural diversity.
MCH maintains an open‐door policy between clients and staff and encourages input from both those served and employed.
Input is solicited during routine staffings, clinical supervision, client meetings, staff meetings, networking, surveys, client
participation on committees, from families, advocates, the community, etc.
MCH has methodology in place to measure and manage outcomes. Such mechanisms include, but are not limited to satis‐
faction surveys, quality assurance, program evaluation, and measurement and documentation of progress toward goals.
Outcome measurement is documented and disseminated through an annual report, newsletters, board minutes, goal plans,
news releases, etc. Annual results are provided in an annual report to the board, employees, and to stakeholders.
CULTURAL COMPETENCE
Cultural competence is a set of similar behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system and enable that
system to work effectively in cross‐cultural situations. We use the word culture because it implies the integrated pattern of
human behavior that includes thoughts, communications, actions, customs, beliefs, values and institutions of a racial, eth‐
nic, religious or social group. The word competence is used because it implies having the capacity to function effectively.
There are at least 5 essential elements that contribute to an agency's ability to become more culturally competent which
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Valuing diversity
Having the capacity for cultural self‐assessment
Being conscious of the dynamics inherent when cultures interact
Having traditional culture knowledge
Developing adaptations to service delivery reflecting an understanding of cultural diversity

MCH recognizes that culture consists of behaviors, ideas, attitudes, values, beliefs, customs, religion, country of origin, gen‐
der, sexual orientation, age, languages and practices that are specific to a group of people and further believes that that
cultural competence occurs when knowledge, behaviors, policies, and practices integrate in a system which allows consum‐
ers, families, stakeholders, communities, and agencies to work in a respectful manner that meets each participant’s needs
based on cultural attributes. MCH staff receive training on cultural competency, and this concept is reflected in every deci‐
sion, policy, and is used as a benchmark in outcome measurement.
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The term cultural competence means services, supports or other assistance that are conducted or provided in a manner
that is responsive to the beliefs, interpersonal styles, attitudes, language and behaviors of individuals who are receiving
services, and in a manner that has the greatest likelihood of ensuring their maximum participation in the program.
Furthermore, internal assessment to ensure that MCH is compliant with cultural competence is conducted at least annually
and presented to the board of directors.
See Attachment 2 – MCH Cultural Assessment
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CORPORATE COMPLIANCE
Purpose
MCH recognizes and supports the need for a corporate compliance program and plan and understands that the federal
government is very serious about eliminating healthcare fraud, waste, and abuse. As a result, the Sentencing Reform Act of
1984 (Title II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act, 28 USC, 994) became effective in 1987 and created the US Sentenc‐
ing Commission which has broad powers to establish sentencing policies and procedures with which federal judges must
adhere when passing down sentences. This power also allows for uniformity in decisions from one jurisdiction to another.
In 1991, the sentencing guidelines were expanded to the sentencing of organizations so that when any organization which
receives public sector funds is found guilty of fraud, the organization is subject to the sentencing guidelines of the commis‐
sion. The organization, its employees, and management can be subject to fines. Thus, MCH could be at risk if mishandling
of funds or fraud occurred within the organization.
MCH is committed to conducting all activities in compliance with the rules, regulations and laws governing its services, and
for this reason, this corporate compliance program has been implemented to comply with the regulations developed by the
Federal Office of the Inspector General and to assist in maintaining and promoting a high standard of ethics. As a result, the
purpose of the MCH Compliance Program is to ensure that all employees do the right thing in every aspect which includes:
•
•
•
•

complying with federal, state, and insurance regulations
completing all work according to written policy
creating an environment where personal behavior reflects commitment to clients
applying only the highest moral and ethical standards in all our interactions with others
Policy

MCH is dedicated to the delivery of services to persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities in an environment
characterized by strict conformance to high standards of accountability for administration, business, and fiscal manage‐
ment. The leadership of MCH is committed to the prevention and detection of fraud, fiscal mismanagement, and misap‐
propriation of funds. Thus, the development of a formal compliance program to ensure ongoing monitoring and conform‐
ance with all legal and regulatory requirements is prudent. Further, the organization is committed to the establishment,
implementation, and maintenance of a corporate compliance program that emphasizes:
•
•
•

prevention of wrongdoing, intentional or non‐intentional
immediate reporting and investigation of questionable activities and practices without consequences to the re‐
porting party
timely correction of any situation which puts the organization, its leadership, staff, funding sources, or clients at
risk

MCH staff are trained to report any acts of wrongdoing or suspicions of wrongdoing to the compliance officer with no retal‐
iation or reprisal for making such reports.
Failure to report wrongdoing may result in termination.
Reasonable efforts to protect the confidentiality of the reporting employee will be made, but MCH makes no claim that
such confidentiality will be possible in all situations. All MCH employees are expected to exemplify the integrity and ethics
of this organization and make a commitment to ethical and legal standards for:
•
•
•
•
•

client care
confidentiality
billing practices
conflicts of interest
use of corporate property
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vendor relationships

•

Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

The compliance manager is responsible for the corporate compliance program and serves as the corporate compliance
officer.
The compliance manager makes regular reports to the MCH Board of Directors on matters pertaining to corporate
compliance.
The compliance manager chairs the corporate compliance team and serves as the primary contact on all corporate
compliance issues.
The corporate compliance team is made up of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

office manager (compliance officer)
executive director
assistant director
program director
HR manager

The executive director is responsible for developing and monitoring the corporate compliance plan. Monitoring is to
include internal and external monitoring, auditing, investigating, and reporting processes and procedures.
The compliance manager makes an annual report to the executive director which summarizes all allegations, investiga‐
tions, and/or complaints for the previous year which pertain to corporate compliance. The executive director and
compliance manager is responsible for providing this report to the MCH board.
Three times per fiscal year (not the quarter of the annual financial audit), the compliance manager will test 20 checks
for compliance from a random drawing of checks written that quarter.
Three times per year the compliance manager will test client funds by randomly drawing 5 receipts per facility and re‐
viewing for compliance. Resident petty cash will be counted 1 time each quarter and reconciled. The date of the petty
cash reconciliation is to be unannounced and at random.
The compliance manager monitors MCH policies, procedures, and standard operating practices for compliance with all
regulatory requirements.
The compliance manager should monitor all Medicaid‐funded services for validity of original signatures, dates, and
billed service hours. Any discrepancies should be reported to the executive director immediately.
The compliance manager develops a report from each internal audit and makes the findings available to the executive
director and to the board.
No employee shall be punished solely on the basis that he or she reported what was reasonably believed to be an act
of wrongdoing or a violation of this program or the MCH code of ethics. However, an employee will be subject to disci‐
plinary action if MCH reasonably concludes that the report of wrongdoing was knowingly fabricated by the employee
or was knowingly distorted, exaggerated, or minimized either to injure someone else or to protect the reporting party
or others.
An employee whose report of misconduct contains admissions of personal wrongdoing will not, however, be guaran‐
teed protection from disciplinary action. In determining what, if any, disciplinary action may be taken against an em‐
ployee, MCH will take into account an employee’s own admission of wrongdoing, providing the employee’s wrongdo‐
ing was not previously known or its discovery was not imminent, and that the admission was complete and truthful.
If an allegation of illegal or unethical practice is reported or discovered, an investigation by the program compliance
team must be conducted and documented. The results of the investigation will determine the next course of action as
to employee discipline, termination, or prosecution. In all cases, the board of directors must be notified.
If wrongdoing is substantiated which results in misuse of Medicaid monies, MCH will be responsible for reporting the
wrongdoing to the appropriate entity.
MCH employees are prohibited from personal fundraising on behalf of themselves or the organization.
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ACCESSIBILITY
Purpose
MCH acknowledges that there have always been barriers to services and accessibility for persons with intellectual and de‐
velopmental disabilities and physical disabilities and strives to remove these barriers. MCH promotes total accessibility to
all facilities as well as opportunities for enrichment and continuously tries to improve the architectural accessibility of its
facilities, to improve accessibility in the community, and encourages all staff and clients to participate in such efforts. MCH
does not discriminate on the basis of sex, age, race, religion, or handicap with regard to employment or services and makes
every effort to make reasonable accommodations and to employ as well as serve persons with disabilities.
Policy
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

MCH provides residential and pre‐vocational services to persons who have intellectual and developmental disabilities
and may have other physical or mental disabilities. These services enable persons with intellectual and developmental
disabilities to reach their maximum potential through related training, work, or other life experiences. Services are de‐
livered in a residential or day program environment designed to duplicate typical home, work, and retirement envi‐
ronments.
MCH does not discriminate and considers persons with disabilities in hiring without regard to the individual’s age, sex,
national origin, religion or the nature of disability if the individual is otherwise qualified for the position and can per‐
form the essential functions contained in the job description.
All staff and clients are encouraged to be involved in community efforts which promote social and economic opportuni‐
ties for persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities. These activities may include but are not limited to
church activities, recreation programs, fraternal, civic, and service organizations.
MCH staff advocate for clients at all times, both on and off the job.
MCH makes every effort to provide facilities and premises accessible to persons with disabilities and meet the intent of
the Americans with Disabilities Act. Barriers are identified and eliminated immediately, if possible, or written plans of
correction to eliminate all identified barriers as affordable or otherwise feasible are implemented. Accessibility is mon‐
itored by the health and safety committee and upper management, including the compliance officer. Any identified
barriers must be reported immediately to administration with a recommended plan of correction. Barriers are elimi‐
nated as recommended in keeping with financial impact and affordability.
Barriers may be identified through architecture, attitudes, environment, finances, employment, communication, trans‐
portation, community integration, or any other obstacle which creates a hardship or hinders service to persons with in‐
tellectual and developmental disabilities. Barriers may be identified both within the MCH organization and its facilities
and the community at large.
The MCH Board of Directors reviews, monitors, and visits facilities to ensure accessibility. Board participation and
awareness is reflected in meeting minutes.
Procedures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Architectural and environmental barriers are routinely monitored and identified by the safety committee. This commit‐
tee makes recommendations to MCH administration to eliminate any identified barrier(s) on an on‐going basis.
Barriers may also be identified by any MCH staff or board member including the executive director, HR manager, assis‐
tant director and program director, as well as any stakeholder who recognizes and reports an obstacle to services.
When barriers are identified, recommendations are made to correct, and a plan of correction is formalized.
An ongoing list of identified barriers which cannot be corrected is maintained with explanation as to why the barrier
cannot be corrected or eliminated and any future plans to correct the barrier.
Routine documented inspections of policies, facilities, and practices must be conducted in respect to the ADA at least
annually.
The board of directors must review the accessibility policy. Such review is reflected in board minutes.
MCH does not discriminate in hiring practices. Prospective employees are given a job description and job analysis with
each application.
Clients are involved in the community and are provided transportation and assistance as necessary.
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9.

While MCH cannot correct all community barriers, MCH staff and board can assume responsibility for educating the
community to the needs of persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Barriers may be financial, physical
such as accessibility, or include the environment and attitudes.

See Attachment 3 – MCH Accessibility Summary
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Purpose
There is a burden for service providers to provide clear evidence that the resources they expend actually produce benefits
for the consumers of services. Service‐delivery personnel want to know that they are working for an agency that really
makes a difference and use their resources effectively. MCH measures outcomes to determine if our programs really make
a difference in the lives of the people we serve and to help us improve our services. Outcome measurement provides in‐
formation so than we can quantify how well we are doing. Findings are then used to adapt, improve, and make us more
effective. Outcomes measurement can lead to a more focused and productive delivery of services.
Being able to demonstrate that its programs are making a difference benefits MCH in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

recruitment and retention of staff
attracting new clients
gaining support for innovative efforts
being designated as a model program
increasing and retaining funding
gaining public recognition
supporting documentation for grants

Board and upper management may use outcome data to:
•
•
•
•
•

support and improve existing services
identify services for expansion
identify staff training needs
develop and justify budgets
make long‐range plans
Policy

The executive director, with the assistance of the assistant director and program director, compiles a report from various
reports and findings from other personnel, outside reviewers, satisfaction surveys, and financial information and develops
an information management report which is presented to the MCH Board of Directors to be used by both the board and
the upper management team to evaluate services, make changes, provide stakeholders with information about MCH, and
make long and short‐range plans. Information which is used to compile this report includes, but is not limited to, satisfac‐
tion surveys, the strategic plan, data from incident reports, data from quality assurance, corporate compliance, personnel
record reviews, accommodations, budgets, financial audits, cost reports, complaints, grievances, staff incidents, outside
review results, and demographics of persons served.
Procedures
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The upper management team, composed of the executive director, professional staff including QP’s and nurse(s), HR
manager, assistant director, program director, and managers, confers at least annually to develop agency goals and ob‐
jectives and to review and evaluate current goals and objectives. All pertinent statistics, outcomes, and reports are
made available to be used in developing new strategies and evaluating current status.
Long and short‐range goals and objectives developed by the management team are presented to the board of directors
for their review and endorsement at the next regularly scheduled board meeting.
The HR manager compiles a quarterly report of personnel statistics to be presented to the executive director and the
board of directors.
The HR manager compiles an annual report of staff turnover and retention.
The assistant director provides fiscal reports or income statements for each facility as well as a consolidated income
statement both quarterly and annually.
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6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

The executive director compiles an annual report of the overall status of the organization to the board of directors.
This report is made available to stakeholders and employees.
A demographics data base of all clients served by MCH is maintained by the office manager for comparative reports as
needed.
Each client has a person‐centered plan with measurable outcomes with documentation of the client and/or guardian’s
input in each plan.
MCH annually polls vendors, stakeholders, clients, families, etc. regarding satisfaction with services and areas for im‐
provement. MCH Board members, employees, clients and stakeholders will be provided results of these surveys and
outcomes.
Client progress or benefit from the program may be measured by guardian family opinion, outcome‐based test results,
goal progress, etc.
All reports and statistics are made available to the board of directors through reports or discussion at board meetings.
The executive director, HR manager, assistant director, and program director provide information to the board as re‐
quested. The board shall use the information as it deems necessary to make recommendations or make changes in
policy or service delivery.
All reports and statistics will be used by the management team during annual long‐range planning to evaluate and de‐
velop new strategies.
The management team will review long and short‐term goals at least every 6 months and evaluate progress. This re‐
view will be documented and provided to the board of directors.
The board of directors will review and evaluate long and short‐term goals at least every 6 months and evaluate pro‐
gress. The board will make recommendations as it deems necessary.
Every client and/or guardian will participate in a person‐centered plan and serve as part of the team to develop meas‐
urable outcomes.
Information about outcomes will be provided as appropriate through staff meetings, client meetings, board meetings,
newsletters, memorandums, reports, etc. Minutes will be maintained.
Information will be compiled into an outcomes management report to be used to plan and make improvements to ser‐
vice delivery.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
Purpose
MCH is committed to protecting the rights of those served, and all clients are assured of the rights to dignity, privacy, and
humane care. In keeping with this philosophy, MCH observes the Client Rights in Community Mental Health, Intellectual
and developmental disabilities, and Substance Abuse Services 10A NORTH CAROLINA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 27C, 27D,
27E, 27F (APSM July, 2003) which comply with G.S. 122C, article 3, Client's Rights. It is the purpose of MCH to assist its cli‐
ents in becoming more independent in daily living skills and to allow them their basic human rights.
Policy
1.
2.

MCH assures each of its clients of basic human rights. Staff are trained on these rights and the timely reporting of any
violation of rights to the appropriate entity. There shall be no retaliation for reporting.
Specific rights include the right to:
(a) be fully informed of their rights while in an MCH facility and in a manner and language which can be understood by
the client
(b) receive fair remuneration for work done
(c) be educated about confidentiality
(d) have input and involvement in individual habilitation/rehabilitation plans
(e) be given the opportunity to be involved in any program from which the client can be expected to benefit
(f) be free from physical, psychological, or sexual abuse, and humiliation
(g) be free from corporal punishment of any kind
(h) be given the opportunity for increased independence and growth
(i) work and reside in a safe environment
(j) have access to an appeals process
(k) have a person of choice represent and speak or advocate for them in their dealings with MCH
Procedures

1.
2.
3.

Each client and/or legal guardian shall be provided with a written summary of client rights which comply with G.S.
122C, Article 3.
Each client shall be informed of his right to contact the Disability Rights North Carolina.
Each client shall be informed of rights upon admission or entry into a service:
(a) in a facility where a day/night or periodic service is provided, within 3 visits
(b) in a 24‐hour facility, within 72 hours

4.
5.

Explanation shall be in a manner consistent with the client's or legally responsible person's level of comprehension.
In each facility, the information provided to the client or legally responsible person shall include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the rules that the client is expected to follow and possible penalties for violations of the rules
the client's protections regarding disclosure of confidential information
the procedure for obtaining a copy of the client's treatment/habilitation plan and governing body
policy regarding fee assessment and collection practices for treatment/habilitation services, grievance procedures
including the individual to contact and a description of the assistance to the client
(e) policy regarding suspension and expulsion from service
(f) policy regarding search and seizure

6.

The legal guardian shall be informed for clients whose treatment/habilitation is likely to include the use of 21:
(a) of the purposes, goals and reinforcement structure of any behavior management system that is allowed
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(b) of potential restrictions or the potential use of restrictive interventions
(c) of notification provisions regarding emergency use of restrictive intervention procedures
(d) that the legally responsible person may request notification after any occurrence of the use of restrictive interven‐
tion
(e) that the competent adult client may designate an individual to receive notification
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

There shall be documentation in the client record or employee record that client rights have been explained to clients,
legal guardians, and staff.
There shall be a client rights committee established for the purpose of protecting the human, civil, legal, and treatment
rights of clients. This committee will be referred to as the Human Rights Committee (HRC). Clients shall have the right
to file a grievance or complaint directly to the committee. Clients also have the right to have any restrictions reviewed
by this committee. All clients and/or families and guardians will be informed about the committee including the pro‐
cedure for filing a complaint in a manner they can comprehend.
All clients, guardians, and volunteers will be explained the human rights policy during orientation and admission and
refreshed at least annually on their level of understanding.
Each client/legal guardian is provided a facility‐specific client handbook which explains the client’s rights in simple,
easy‐to‐understand language.
Each client receives individualized training through client meetings and rights assessments which explain their rights in
simple, easy‐to‐understand language.
Clients/legal guardians shall have adequate time depending on the nature of the decision to receive information in an
understandable manner and make decisions. Assistance will be offered as necessary.
SUMMARY OF CLIENT RIGHTS

Each client shall at all times have the right to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Exercise civil rights.
Receive written notice and rationale for transfer to another treatment or within the facility five days prior to the treat‐
ment.
Contact and consult with legal counsel and private physicians of their choice at their expense.
Communicate and meet under appropriate supervision with persons of their own choice, upon consent of such per‐
sons.
Receive visitors or refuse to receive visitors.
Make visits outside the facility.
Obtain and/or retain a vehicle driver's license.
Live in an unlocked environment.
Be out of doors daily and have access to recreational facilities and equipment for physical exercise several times per
week.
Be free from seclusion.
Be free from mistreatment.
Be free from exclusion from ongoing programming as a result of inappropriate behavior.
Be free from physical and personal restraint and time out.
Be free from treatment given without informed consent involving aversive stimulation, the use of experimental drugs
or procedures, or surgery other than emergency surgery.
Be free from unnecessary or excessive medication and not receive medication as punishment or discipline.
Send and promptly receive sealed, uncensored mail.
Have access to a schedule for collecting and distributing mail and packages.
Have access to writing material, postage, and staff assistance when necessary.
Make and receive confidential telephone calls.
Participate in religious worship by choice.
Keep and use their own clothing and personal possessions, i.e., individual toothbrush, comb, deodorant, etc.
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ABUSE, NEGLECT, EXPLOITATION, OR CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Abuse is the infliction of mental or physical pain or injury by other than accidental means, unreasonable confinement, or
the deprivation by an employee of services which are necessary to the mental or physical health of the client. Temporary
discomfort that is part of an approved and documented treatment plan or use of a documented emergency procedure shall
not be considered abuse.
Neglect is the failure to provide care or services necessary to maintain the mental or physical health and well‐being of the
client.
Exploitation is the illegal or unauthorized use of a client or a client's resources for another person's profit, business or ad‐
vantage.
Corporal punishment means the use of painful stimulus to the body in an attempt to terminate behavior or as a penalty for
behavior.
Policy
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

MCH forbids any form of abuse, neglect, exploitation or corporal punishment. All MCH staff are legally and morally
obligated to report immediately any abuse, neglect, exploitation, or use of corporal punishment. It is the responsibility
of a MCH staff to prevent actual abuse by any other person. Failure to do so may subject the individual to disciplinary
action and/or termination of employment or placement.
MCH utilizes from the North Carolina General Statues those laws which pertain to the protection of adults. These laws
have been incorporated as part of this policy and supersede this policy.
Abuse does not include the reasonable use of physical restraint by a responsible person when a client is beyond re‐
sponse to verbal requests and whose behavior poses a threat to his/her safety or others around him/her or when it is
approved as part of the program plan. It is not the policy of MCH to use physical restraint and employed in an emer‐
gency situation must be an approved NCI restraint.
Abuse is not an injury known to be caused by an unavoidable accident.
Cases of alleged abuse, neglect, exploitation, or use of corporal punishment shall be thoroughly investigated to protect
the rights of the clients and responsible persons. Documentation shall occur as part of this process and shall indicate
efforts to avoid reoccurrence in the future. Appropriate disciplinary and legal action will be taken.
Abuse, neglect, exploitation, or use of corporal punishment must be reported to the MCO and is done via the state
process Incident Response Improvement System (IRIS).
Procedures

1.

2.

In every case of suspected abuse, neglect, questionable unknown accident, or the use of corporal punishment, the cli‐
ent should be examined by a nurse or physician for injury. The findings and treatments shall be documented in the cli‐
ent's record. The record entry should include time of examination and any known information about what happened.
The physician or nurse checking the injury should be given an estimation of the time the injury occurred. It should be
noted if such an opinion cannot be given.
(a) In the event the client makes an allegation, the executive director should be contacted immediately. It is the re‐
sponsibility of the staff to whom an allegation is made to assist the client in contacting the director.
(b) If an MCH staff witnesses an event that he/she believes to be abuse, neglect, exploitation, or corporal punishment,
he/she shall intervene if the incident is such that it places the client in physical danger. If intervention is necessary,
the director or manager must be contacted immediately.
(c) In every case of suspected abuse, neglect, exploitation, or use of corporal punishment, the executive director or
program director will assume responsibility for notifying the Macon or Jackson County Departments of Social Ser‐
vices and for documenting this notification. The Health Care Personnel Registry and MCO must also be notified. An
IRIS should also be completed if substantiated.
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(d) In all cases of abuse, the Department of Social Services shall be notified by the director within 24 hours regarding
the results of the investigation. This notification is in addition to the reporting system already mentioned.
(e) Staff are prohibited from any of the following activities:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Entering into any business transaction of any type with a client.
Borrowing the assets or properties of the client or former client.
Requiring that clients perform tasks or services for staff or their families.
Giving or receiving gifts to or from clients which are of substantial nature.

See Attachment 4 ‐‐ MCH Checklist for Investigation Procedures
HUMAN (CLIENT) RIGHTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(Provider Client Rights Committee)
Purpose
MCH has established a Human Rights Advisory Committee (HRAC) in order to assure that clients' rights are protected ac‐
cording to the statutes of the State of North Carolina. The HRC protects MCH clients against inhumane, improper, or re‐
strictive treatment. The committee also functions to ensure that appropriate treatment is provided in a timely as well as
least‐restrictive manner.
Policy
The membership of the HRC shall include a majority of members who are not board members, and at least 50% of the
members shall be clients or be family members of clients. There shall be a member or a regular independent consultant
who is a professional with training and expertise in the use of the type of interventions being utilized, and who is not direct‐
ly involved in the treatment or habilitation of the client.
1.

The HRC shall:
(a) have access to client information only when necessary for committee members to perform their duties
(b) shall have access to client records on a need to know basis only upon the written consent of the client or his legally
responsible person as specified in G.S.122C‐53(a)

2.

Information in the client record shall be treated as confidential information in accordance with G.S. 122C‐52 through
122C‐56 and 10 NCAC 26B.
Committee requirements, as follows:
The MCH board delegates to the Executive Director to establish and monitor a client rights committee.

3.
4.
5.

The governing body has adopted written policies governing committee membership and operating procedures which
include the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

a majority of non‐board members with disability representation that reflects the clients served and at least 50 % of
the membership being either consumers or family members
a committee of 7 members with a quorum of at least 4 present to conduct business.
The committee shall have a chair person who leads the meetings which shall meet at least quarterly and more of‐
ten if needed.
Meetings shall be held in the MCH administrative offices unless the chair chooses to meet elsewhere with the con‐
sensus of the committee
Vote shall be by show of hands or aye/nay. A quorum of 4 is required for a vote.
All HRC members shall be trained, provided with state rules, and have refresher training at least annually which
shall be reflected in HRC minutes.
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(g)

(h)

(i)

Any conflict of interest must be revealed and members may choose not to vote concerning their own family mem‐
bers when votes are required for approval. HRC members should be provided a copy of the MCH policy on conflict
of interest.
The QP’s will provide support to the committee as necessary and serve as ex officio members including taking
minutes and providing minutes without identifying names to regulating agencies as required. In the future, the
Program Director will monitor the HRC.
MCH is responsible for ensuring that the committee complies with any rules governing clients rights committees
and ensures compliance with all rules found in G.S. 221 C, Article 3, 10 NCAC 27GH. 0601‐0610, 10A NCAC 27C,
27D, 27E, and 27F.
Procedures

1.

The Human Rights Committee has the responsibility for the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)
2.

reviewing and approving each program plan utilizing restraint.
reviewing and approving each behavior modification program that involves the use of restrictions.
reviewing any alleged instances of abuse and neglect and/or reporting.
an independent review body, hearing and making recommendations about alleged violations of rights of individuals
and groups. Requests for such reviews can originate with advocates, clients, their parents or guardians, or other
parties.
the committee assures that the rights and welfare of research subjects are protected and that consent to participa‐
tion in research is obtained by adequate and appropriate methods. The clients served are not to be used as captive
research subjects for purposes unrelated to their specific welfare unless they or their families have agreed to the
research, and the research is in no way detrimental to their welfare.
quarterly visits to all MCH facilities which shall be attached to minutes.
hearing grievances which involve client rights and making recommendation for appropriate reporting or actually
reporting as a committee to the appropriate authorities.
The committee shall work with any state and local agencies to protect clients’ rights and nothing within this policy
shall override the legal authority of agencies such as DSS, NC HCPR Disability Rights or interfere with their investiga‐
tions. This includes law enforcement when it pertains to criminal investigations regarding client rights.
An annual report shall be sent to the MCO’s with whom there is a service agreement or as required.

The MCH Human Rights Committee shall meet at least quarterly or as needed.

See Attachment 5 – Human Rights Committee Visitation Report
BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION
Purpose
All services shall be delivered in the least restrictive, most appropriate, and most effective treatment manner. Any inter‐
vention procedure designed to reduce a behavior shall be accompanied by positive habilitation methods and delivered in a
humane, respectful manner and in accordance with NC General Statute 122C, Article 2 and Article 3.
Policy
1.

Prohibited procedures include those interventions which have been prohibited by statute:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

any intervention which would be considered corporal punishment under G.S. 122C‐59
the contingent use of painful body contact
substances administered to induce painful bodily reactions, exclusive of Antabuse
electric shock (excluding medically administered electroconvulsive therapy)
insulin shock
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(f) unpleasant tasting foodstuffs
(g) contingent application of any noxious substances which include but are not limited to noise, bad smells or splashing
with water
(h) any potentially physically painful procedure, excluding prescribed injections, or stimulus which is administered to
the client for the purpose of reducing the frequency or intensity of a behavior
2.
3.

In addition, MCH prohibits the use of isolation time out and seclusion in all facilities.
The following procedures shall only be employed when clinically or medically indicated as a method of therapeutic
treatment as referenced in APSM 95‐2 (July 1, 2003). Allowable interventions in accordance with these protections in‐
clude:
(a) planned non‐attention to specific undesirable behaviors when those behaviors are health threatening
(b) contingent deprivation of any basic necessity
(c) other professionally acceptable behavior modification procedures that are not prohibited

4.

5.

The determination that a procedure is clinically or medically indicated, and the authorization for the use of such treat‐
ment for a specific client, shall only be made by either a physician or a licensed practicing psychologist who has been
formally trained and privileged in the use of the procedure.
The use of restrictive interventions shall be limited to:
(a) emergency situations, in order to terminate a behavior or action in which a client is in imminent danger of abuse or
injury to self or other persons or when property damage is occurring that poses imminent risk of danger of injury or
harm to self or others
(b) as a planned measure of therapeutic treatment as specified in the client’s treatment plan

6.

7.

Restrictive interventions shall not be employed as a means of coercion, punishment or retaliation by staff or for the
convenience of staff or due to inadequacy of staffing. Restrictive interventions shall not be used in a manner that
causes harm or abuse.
MCH must ensure the following provisions:
(a) the requirement that positive and less restrictive alternatives are considered and attempted whenever possible pri‐
or to the use of more restrictive interventions
(b) consideration is given to the client's physical and psychological well‐being before, during and after utilization of a
restrictive intervention, including:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

8.

9.

review of the client's health history or the client's comprehensive health assessment conducted upon admis‐
sion to a facility. The health history or comprehensive health assessment shall include the identification of
pre‐existing medical conditions or any disabilities and limitations that would place the client at greater risk
during the use of restrictive interventions
continuous assessment and monitoring of the physical and psychological well‐ being of the client. MCH does
not employ restrictive restraint and uses only NCI core techniques and the core plus techniques listed below.
continuous monitoring by an individual trained in the use of cardiopulmonary resuscitation of the client's
physical and psychological well‐being during; and
continued monitoring by an individual trained in the use of cardiopulmonary resuscitation of the client's phys‐
ical and psychological well‐being for a minimum of 30 minutes subsequent to the termination of any interven‐
tion

Core techniques and trained Core Plus techniques may be used only to terminate a behavior or action during which a
client is in imminent danger of abuse or injury to self or others or when substantial property damage is occurring and
may only be implemented by personnel certified in NCI.
Protective devices shall be used when the need for the device has been assessed by a privileged professional and when
all safeguards and protections are fully implemented.
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PHYSICAL RESTRAINT
Physical restraint is the application or use of any manual method of restraint that restricts freedom of movement or the
application or use of any physical or mechanical device that restricts freedom of movement or normal access to one's body,
including material or equipment attached or adjacent to the client's body that he or she cannot easily remove.
Policy
1.

MCH is committed to protecting all clients from physical abuse. As a result, in extreme cases, trained Core Plus tech‐
niques must be used to prevent clients from harming themselves or others. MCH does not promote the use of physical
restraints other than in emergency situations and as specified in the behavior support plan. Physical restraint may be
used only during the following situations:
(a) emergency situations, in order to terminate a behavior or action in which a client is in imminent danger of abuse or
injury to self or other persons or when property damage is occurring that poses imminent risk of danger of injury or
harm to self or others
(b) as a planned measure of therapeutic treatment as specified in a behavior support plan

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.

2.
3.

No NCI restraint shall be used by staff certified in North Carolina Interventions (NCI). Certification is defined as a pass‐
ing score on both written and practical exams specific to the core techniques and selected core plus techniques.
Any use of NCI core techniques must be documented on the MCH Incident Report and in a general progress note as
well as any other place needed such as behavior intervention data sheet.
The facility must report all restraints aggregate numbers of all restraints to the MCO quarterly if any are employed.
MCH does not train physical restraints. Those trained are listed below.
The facility must report all Level II restraints to the MCO within 72 hours.
If physical restraint results in death or psychological impairment, report must be made to the MCO and DMH/DD/DAS
immediately.
Date, time, intervention, duration, reason for intervention, positives considered or applied, date of debriefing, any
negative effects, health status before and after the intervention, monitoring QP, and staff recording must all be docu‐
mented.
Procedures
All instances of physical restraint shall be documented in the client record. All incidents involving the use of a physical
restraint shall be documented on the Physical/Restrictive Intervention Report, MCH Incident Report, in a general pro‐
gress note, and when appropriate, on a behavior data sheet. If appropriate, the referring agency and guardian will be
notified. The QP shall see that all agency reporting is done per policy.
Physical restraint may only be attempted by staff who have demonstrated competency in North Carolina Interventions
Training.
MCH NCI training shall specifically include the following NCI Core and Core Plus Techniques:
Blocks:
Overhead punch block Method A
Overhead punch block Method B
Hook punch block Method A
Straight punch block Method A
Uppercut punch
Kick Method A
Kick Method B
Simple Hold Releases:
1‐hand arm grab‐roll
2‐hand arm grab‐pull up
1‐hand front hair pull
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1‐hand back hair pull
Hair pull involving long hair
Bite release
Complex Hold Releases:
Front choke prevent
Front choke wedge
Back choke fake
Upper bear hug
Lower bear hug
Full Nelson prevent
Full Nelson release
Headlock
Back choke to headlock
Walks:
Limited control walk
Modified limited control walk (from standing position only)
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
Purpose
All MCH clients are encouraged to display appropriate behavior patterns. It is the responsibility of MCH staff to model and
teach appropriate behavior. Any method to teach appropriate behavior which involves restrictive interventions must be
consented by appropriate entities and there must be documentation of such consent in the client record.
Policy
1.

The least restrictive method of behavior management should always be the first approach. Positive reinforcement
should be encouraged before employing restrictive measures. The term restrictive procedure refers to any tech‐
nique that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

restricts individual freedom of movement
causes the loss of objects or privileges the individual normally enjoys
forces the individual to engage in behavior that may be against his/her will
causes a reduction in behavior frequency or intensity through use of behavior management drugs

Restrictive intervention means an intervention procedure which presents a risk of mental or physical harm to the client
and, therefore, requires additional safeguards. Such interventions include the emergency or planned use of seclusion,
physical restraint (including the use of protective devices for the purpose or with the intent of controlling unacceptable
behavior), isolation time‐out, and any combination thereof.
Restrictive procedures must be monitored frequently and carefully revised if they are not effective. The method used
in the treatment of maladaptive behavior must be the most benign and least restrictive alternative that is available and
effective. There should be adequate documentation that less restrictive measures have been tried before employing
restrictive measures and HRC and family/guardian consent must be documented.
Seclusion shall not be used. Clients must be monitored at all times.
Basic necessities of life shall at no time be denied clients as part of restrictive procedures.
The removal or denial of use of personal property to any client shall require prior approval of the Human Rights Com‐
mittee, the legal guardian, and/or QP.
Aversive stimulation shall not be used.
Restrictive procedures cannot be used unless documentation indicates that positive approaches have proven ineffec‐
tive. Restrictive procedures may be used on an emergency basis to prevent harm to self or others or significant proper‐
ty damage.
Corporal punishment shall not be used.
The restrictive intervention shall be considered a planned intervention and shall be included in the client's treat‐
ment/habilitation plan whenever it is used:
(a) more than 4 times
(b) more than 40 hours in a calendar month
(c) in a single episode in which the original order is renewed for up to a total of 24 hours in accordance with the limit
specified – 4 hours for adults and 2 hours for children over 9 and 1 hour for children under 9 years old as a measure
of therapeutic treatment designed to reduce dangerous, aggressive, self‐injurious or undesirable behaviors to a lev‐
el which will allow the use of less restrictive treatment or habilitation procedures

11.

When a restrictive intervention is used as a planned intervention, facility policy must specify:
(a) the requirement that a consent or approval shall be considered valid for no more than 6 months and that the deci‐
sion to continue the specific intervention shall be based on clear and recent behavioral evidence that the interven‐
tion is having a positive impact and continues to be needed;
(b) prior to the initiation or continued use of any planned intervention, the following written notifications, consents
and approvals shall be obtained and documented in the client record:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

approval of the plan by the responsible professional and the habilitation team
consent of the client or legally responsible person after participation in treatment planning and after the spe‐
cific intervention and the reason for it have been explained
notification of an advocate/client rights representative that the specific intervention has been planned for the
client and the rationale for utilization of the intervention
physician approval, after an initial medical examination, when the plan includes a specific intervention with
reasonably foreseeable physical consequences. In such cases, periodic planned monitoring by a physician shall
be incorporated into the plan.
Procedures

1.

In the event of unexpected undesirable behaviors, some restrictive procedures may be used on an emergency basis.
Obviously, there would be no chance for preplanning by the interdisciplinary team in such cases. Implementation of
any restrictive procedure on an emergency basis requires staff to:
(a) Immediately following the first occurrence of a particular misbehavior or after the first reoccurrence of the misbe‐
havior following a warning signal, the client is quickly and calmly placed in the restrictive procedure. The client
should be released from the restrictive setting when he is found to be calm or otherwise responsive to proper social
interaction.
(b) The QP or another appropriate person must be immediately notified of the emergency use of restrictive proce‐
dures.
(c) If an emergency restrictive procedure episode exceeds thirty (30) minutes, the staff implementing the procedures
must ensure that the QP or appropriate staff is notified directly that the episode is still occurring.

2.

3.

Any client who is placed in a restrictive procedure must be monitored continuously for the duration of the episode, and
the staff implementing any restrictive procedure on any emergency basis must provide documentation in the client's
record.
As part of the planning procedure for any restrictive program, documentation must be provided that positive alterna‐
tives have been adequately explored, including an assessment of the environment. This documentation must be writ‐
ten and must describe the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

4.

detailed description of staff‐client interaction
detailed description of client‐client interaction
detailed description of materials and activities readily available to the client
detailed description of active treatment provided to the client
program alternatives which have been attempted and the results of these programs

Restrictive procedures should be subject to normal supervisory practices and monitored and documented at least
monthly by the interdisciplinary team psychologist. The following interventions may be used and must be documented
but do not require notifying anyone else at the time of the intervention:
(a) Reinforcer not earned ‐‐ Following 2 prompts, the client did not follow a request; if a non‐optional activity, physical
prompts may be used and star/reinforcer not earned. Staff must document if physical prompts were needed.
(b) Planned ignoring ‐‐ Stop giving attention to the client as soon as a problem behavior occurs and then give attention
shortly after the maladaptive behavior ceases. It is important to let other staff know what is going on or someone
could inadvertently give attention to the behavior.
(c) Redirection ‐‐ Give the client something else to do as soon as a maladaptive behavior occurs. An example might be
that a client is pounding the table: give a magazine to look at.
(d) Verbal reprimand ‐‐Telling the client in a firm voice "no" or "stop." An example might be that a client is about to put
something into his mouth that he shouldn't.
(e) Pointed praise‐‐When a client does something inappropriate or you want to cue the client without making a direct
request, praise all other clients who are being appropriate or who are engaged in the activity you want the particu‐
lar client to engage in. For example, you want the client to work; praise all other clients who are working. You
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want a client to use his napkin; praise all other clients who are using their napkins. Give praise to the client as soon
as he/she engages in the desired activity.
(f) Required apology ‐‐ Have a client apologize for his inappropriate behavior to those who were affected by the be‐
havior. For example, if a client bumps into another client, an apology would be in order.
(g) Response cost ‐‐ Taking an item away from a client as soon as a maladaptive behavior occurs. This cannot be a cli‐
ent’s personal possession. For example, client is looking at a magazine and begins to tear it up; remove the maga‐
zine for a few minutes.
(h) Correction ‐‐Having the client clean up a mess made as a result of a maladaptive behavior. For example, client
threw a glass of water; client would wipe up the water. If physical prompts are needed, note in documentation.
(i) Non‐exclusionary time out ‐‐ Moving a client away from the activity area. An example would be a client pounding
on a table; move away from the table until calm, then move back to the table. This should only be for a few
minutes.
5.

The following interventions are considered emergency interventions unless the client has a specific behavior program
which prescribes the intervention. Implementation of any of these procedures on an emergency basis requires the no‐
tification of the QP and/or program director. Emergency interventions should be employed only as long as it takes for
the client to calm. Generally calm will be considered met if the client has not engaged in a disruptive behavior for 2‐3
minutes. If calm criteria has not been achieved within 30 minutes, notify the QP immediately for further instructions.
(a) Exclusionary time out (ETO) ‐‐ Sending, escorting or taking a client from the activity area to an area to be by himself.
This usually means to the client's bedroom or in the day program, it may be to the lounge. Other areas of the
house, such as the living room, may be used so long as it does not interfere with the other clients' need to use the
area. A bathroom is never to be used. The client must constantly be monitored while in ETO. No talking or other in‐
teraction should occur with the client. When calm, the client should return to the activity that was in place at the
time of the occurrence of the maladaptive behavior.
(b) Chemical restraint ‐‐ Nursing has contacted the physician on call to get an order for a medication to assist a client in
calming. Only medical staff can employ this intervention. Chemical restraints are only employed because the client
is unable to calm, no other interventions have worked, and a continuation of the behavior is likely to harm the cli‐
ent or others.

6.

The following interventions can only be used as part of a planned program. These interventions are not to be used on
an emergency basis:
(a)
(b)

7.

8.

Isolation time out (ITO) ‐‐The client is escorted to a specially designed room from which exit is not allowed until
calm criteria is achieved. MCH does not employ ITO on any occasion.
Overcorrection ‐‐ This intervention means the client not only cleans up any mess but also makes the environment
better. For example, a client threw milk. The client would not only wipe up the milk but also clean the dining
room.

Positive practice ‐‐ Repetitious practice of the right way to do something. For example, client comes home and throws
his coat on the floor. Positive practice would be to have the client put coat on, go out the door, come in, take the coat
off, and hang it up in the closet. This would be repeated a specified number of times.
The following interventions are prohibited and can never be used:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Verbal and/or mental harassment ‐‐ Teasing, belittling, cursing, threatening or otherwise engaging in
ments which could be considered degrading and/or demeaning to a client.
Corporal punishment ‐‐ Striking, hitting, spanking or otherwise employing physical contact as a punisher.
Mechanical restraints ‐‐ A device used to prevent the occurrence of a maladaptive behavior or to stop a maladap‐
tive behavior. Examples include: straitjackets, splints, tie downs.
Seclusion ‐‐ Placing a client behind a locked door with no or limited monitoring.
Aversive stimulation ‐‐Use of various chemicals which produce aversive taste, smell, or other physical distress. Ex‐
amples include such things as bitter tasting liquids squirted into the mouth; water mist to face; electric shock.
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9.

The above can never be used. Misuse of planned interventions or prohibited interventions can result in dismissal
and/or legal proceedings.

10.

General rules of intervention:
(a) Never argue with a client. Use the 2‐prompt system. If the client is still not compliant following the second prompt,
make the decision of whether the activity is optional or non‐optional. If non‐optional, notify the supervisor and
make the necessary arrangements to prompt the client physically through the activity or other intervention. Never
threaten a client with withholding a reinforcer. A reinforcer is either earned or not earned.
(b) Following an intervention as noted above, the client should be returned to the activity that was in place or to the
next scheduled activity as soon as the intervention is over. Immediately reinforce the engagement in the activity as
it is important to get a positive track in place.
(c) If an intervention is failing to elicit a calm response in 30 minutes, the QP and/or program director must be notified.
This applies to all interventions, not just emergency.
(d) If unsure of what to do in any circumstance, ensure the safety of that client and any others in the near area by uti‐
lizing one of the above procedures, then call for help.

11.

Reinforcement:
(a) Reinforcement can be delivered in a number of forms and in a number of schedules. Some clients may have token
wallets in which a star is drawn following the completion of any activity. Reinforcers such as drinks, edibles, or 1:1
attention is then given for a particularly well‐done job or extra good behavior. Reinforcement is documented on a
reinforcement score sheet. All token wallets are to be marked in a timely fashion and in the presence of the client;
i.e., as each activity is completed.
(b) Other clients may have ½ hour or 1 hour reinforcement schedules where they receive a reinforcer at the end of the
interval for engaging in activities or for not engaging in specific target behaviors. This would be documented on a
special reinforcement data sheet.
(c) Reinforcement should be given frequently when you see a client doing something good. Do not wait for intervals to
end in order to reinforce. Good behavior and task engagement can never be reinforced too much, but too little can
cause the good behavior to disappear. Any tangible reinforcer (liquids, edibles, music, etc.) should always be ac‐
companied by enthusiastic social praise.
(d) How one interacts with clients can often determine whether good or maladaptive behavior occurs. Within any be‐
havior program are rules of interaction and preventive techniques to discourage maladaptive behavior displays for
the particular client. Make sure you know these procedures. It is more important to set up a good environment
that is reinforcing than to consequate maladaptive behaviors. People learn best through positives. Staff should
treat clients as they would want to be treated.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE
Purpose

Each MCH client shall be free from unwarranted invasion of privacy. Only under certain conditions may search and seizure
of private property be permitted.
Policy
1.
2.

Search or seizure of property belonging to a client should only occur if there is good cause to suspect possession of
stolen property, substances, or items which may be health‐threatening or dangerous.
Clients shall be free from unwarranted invasion of privacy and will have access to private living and/or storage areas for
personal belongings. Public areas or common areas may be searched with no special cause or safeguards. Private
space includes any space designated for the personal use of an individual such as lockers, the client’s bedroom, closet,
bureau or chest.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Documentation of any search and seizure on MCH property must include the scope of search, the reason for search,
any procedures followed in the search, a description of any property seized, and an account of the disposition of seized
property.
Staff may search a client or the client's private space only if there is reasonable cause to believe that a policy or facility
rule has been broken and that the individual whose person or private space to be searched has violated such policy or
rule and that the search is necessary to confirm the belief and eliminate a hazard to the client and/or others in the fa‐
cility. Situations which justify a search may include, but are not necessarily limited to, suspected drinking (which vio‐
lates facility rules), drug abuse, possession of dangerous articles, substances, or possession of stolen property which
has been witnessed by staff or reliable informant or is clearly indicated by prior history or similar behaviors.
Staff may search a client's property only after being authorized to do so by the executive director. To accomplish a
search of the person, two staff must be present with one staff of the same sex conducting the search. In the event of
imminent danger, a single staff or one of the opposite sex may proceed. Under no circumstances will a staff person do
a strip search.
Exceptions to the search and seizure policy may be allowed when specified in the client's behavior plan with proper
consents in place. This may be done only if there are substantial reasons for performing the search and seizure such as
threats to an individual's health or safety.
Clients may not possess information or items which violate state or federal laws or cause criminal sanctions to MCH.
MCH reserves the right to search if such is suspected.
Procedures

1.

2.

Prior to any search, any client will be given the opportunity to consent to the search and/or relinquish the item or sub‐
stance in question. In addition, it is noted that while incompetent adults or minors cannot legally consent to a search,
they should still be informed of the purpose of the search and given the opportunity to agree to the search. If given,
any consent must meet the following criteria:
(a) the person who has consented must have been advised of the purpose of the search.
(b) the person who consents expresses his/her consent clearly.
(c) the person who consents does so voluntarily
The events of the search should be documented carefully in a general progress note and on an incident report.

SERVICE (CLIENT) RECORDS
Purpose
Maintaining privacy and security of service records is of utmost importance, and MCH adheres to all federal and state laws,
rules, regulations, and policies to ensure service records are kept confidential, private, and secure. Service records are
maintained in a locked environment, and employees are expected to follow procedures for authorized use, transporting,
and releasing of confidential information.
Policy
1.

A client record shall be maintained for each individual served by MCH, which shall contain, but need not be limited to:
(a) an identification face sheet which includes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

name (last, first, middle, maiden)
client record number
date of birth
race, gender and marital status
admission date
discharge date
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(7)
(8)

Medicaid number
DSM V diagnosis which relates to mental health or developmental disability

(b) documentation of mental illness, intellectual and developmental disabilities, or substance abuse diagnosis coded
according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM)
(c) documentation of the screening and assessment
(d) treatment/habilitation or service plan
(e) emergency information for each client which shall include the name, address and telephone number of the person
to be contacted in case of sudden illness or accident and the name, address and telephone number of the client's
preferred physician
(f) a signed statement from the client or legally responsible person granting permission to seek emergency care from a
hospital or physician
(g) documentation of services provided
(h) documentation of progress toward outcomes
(i) if applicable:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
2.
3.
4.
5.

documentation of physical disorders diagnosis according to International Classification of
Diseases (ICD‐9)
medication orders
orders and copies of lab tests
documentation of medication and administration errors and adverse drug reactions

Each page of the record must contain the client name and record number. Medicaid services and Developmental Ther‐
apy records must contain the Medicaid number on each page.
MCH shall ensure that information relative to AIDS or related conditions is disclosed only in accordance with the com‐
municable disease laws as specified in G.S. 130A‐143.
Each client served shall be assigned a service record number which is made up of the first 3 initials of the last name,
first initial of the first name and the last 4 digits of the social security number.
A log shall be maintained of all active and non‐active service record numbers. If a client leaves and re‐enters services,
the number shall remain the same.
Record Storage

1.
2.

Client records are maintained in a sectioned binder with format sheets in locked environments
Archived client records are maintained in the administrative office in a secure, locked environment.
Privacy and Security of Records

1.

MCH employs safeguards to ensure the privacy and security of records:
(a) only authorized staff may release information and must follow written procedures
(b) any release of confidential information must have written authorization and should be recorded on the Record of
Information Released/Disclosed form in the record.

See Attachment 6 ‐‐ Record of Information Released/Disclosed
(c) authorized personnel are identified in the job description
(d) all HIPAA regulations (found elsewhere in policies) are strictly enforced
(e) lap top computers which contain client information must have secure passwords and may not be used by unauthor‐
ized personnel or persons who are not employees of MCH
(f) lap top computers are purged of any confidential information before being assigned to a new individual
(g) all desktop computers must be password protected and may not be used by unauthorized personnel or non‐
employees of the organization
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(h) client names may not be used in email correspondence which contains confidential information
(i) email must be encrypted any time client information is included
(j) all email must contain the following statement:
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the
sender and intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review,
use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
2.
3.
4.

MCH provides a secure place with controlled access for the storage of client record, indexes, and other materials con‐
taining confidential client information with locked environments in each facility.
MCH identifies the persons responsible for overseeing the storage area(s) and maintaining and filing client records and
delegates this to management and professional staff.
Employees are authorized to check client records in and out of the storage area per job description.
Transportation out of Facility

1.

2.
3.

MCH ensures that any employee who checks a client record out of the storage area of the responsibility for the security
of the record until it is returned and ensures the employee must sign out and transport the record in locked vehicle.
Sign out sheets are maintained in each facility and monitored by the compliance manager.
MCH ensures that records are transported directly to the administration office in a locked vehicle and are returned in a
timely manner. Records are stored in a locked environment in the administration office when not in use.
MCH ensures that original client records are not removed from MCH facilities except in the following instances (other
than transporting from facility to administration for review):
(1)
(2)

subpoena
specific program needs which requires the written authorization of the executive director for the purpose of
concurrent review or clinical care evaluation studies

Review and Quality Improvement
Record storage and security is reviewed at least annually for improvement and conformance to standards.
Security Procedures to Prevent Identity Theft
1.
2.
3.
4.

Any information/reports, etc. which contain personal information and are provided to the employee/client or guardian
should be presented in a sealed, secure envelope.
Unless required by law, social security numbers should not be displayed on employee reports.
Any recordkeeping which includes social security numbers or other identifying information should be maintained in a
locked environment.
Credit cards should be maintained in a locked environment.
CLIENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN ACCESS TO RECORD
Policy

Because confidentiality of client information is the privilege of the client, the client/legal guardian is permitted to review
his/her record upon written request and the executive director agrees that such review is advisable.
See Attachment 7 – Client/Legally Responsible Person Access to Record
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Procedures
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

The Client Request to Review Record portion of the form is completed and signed by the client and witnessed.
A qualified professional responsible for the client's plan recommends such review by checking the appropriate box in
the Recommendation of Qualified Professional portion of the form and signing and dating the entry. When the quali‐
fied professional is also the executive director, this portion of the form does not have to be completed.
The executive director will review the request and determine whether or not any or all information should be released
and document such decision on the form.
If the executive director's decision is that the client should be permitted to review the record, (a) the client is permitted
to review the record in the presence of the director or his designate, (b) the professional in whose presence the review
was performed then completes and signs the Documentation of Review portion of the form.
If the executive director's decision is that the client should not be permitted to review the record, the client/legal
guardian is so notified and given a reason.
If the client/legal guardian reviews the record and contests the accuracy, completeness, or relevancy of information in
the record, he/she may wish to insert a correction of the contested portion of the record and should be permitted ei‐
ther to insert a correction or add a statement to the record.
If the professional agrees with the client that such correction is justified and if the correction is approved by the direc‐
tor:
(a)
(b)
(c)

8.

the correction may be inserted in the record but nothing can be deleted from the record
the Client Access to Record form is then completed by the client and the professional
the correction inserted in the record as described above must be disclosed to any future recipient of the disputed
information.

If the professional agrees with the client that such correction is justified, and the correction is not approved by the
director:

(a) the client may add a statement to the record by writing such statement in the Contested Portion of Record section
of the Client Access to Record form and signing and dating his/her statement
(b) the form is completed, and the statement of the client which is added to the record must be disclosed to any future
recipient of the disputed information.
9. If the professional does not concur with the client that the correction is justified, the final decision as to whether the
correction may be inserted in the record is made by the executive director.
10. Upon receipt of a completed Client Access to Record form:
(a) the form is filed in the client's record,
(b) if the Contested Portion of the Record section of the form is completed, the word CONTESTED is written on the
front of the client’s record in large red letters.
RECORDKEEPING
Policy
MCH recognizes that accurate recordkeeping and documentation is essential to a well‐organized business and is committed
to maintaining accurate records on both employees and clients according to all federal and state standards. MCH operates
with the understanding that employee and client information must be protected and kept confidential.
Procedures for Maintenance of Records and Documentation
Employee Files
1.

The HR manager should conduct at least an annual audit of employee records to purge and destroy by shredding any
information or record which exceeds the recordkeeping retention time and is not under litigation for any reason. Any
record under litigation or sanction by any agency shall not be destroyed.
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Employee files shall be maintained in a secure, locked environment in the administrative office with access limited to
the HR manager, assistant director, program director, and executive director. Confidentiality of the record shall be
maintained according to state and federal law. Any exceptions must be approved by the executive director.
Employee medical information shall be maintained in a separate file in a locked environment.
Employee information maintained on a personal computer shall be protected by password and firewall in order to pre‐
serve confidentiality.
If any of the 3 employees who have access to employee records terminates for any reason, passwords and locks must
be changed.
If an applicant is interviewed and releases MCH to conduct background checks and is not hired based on the results of
the background checks, those reports shall be made available to the applicant to the extent allowed by federal and
state law.
The employee record should be maintained in a 6 ‐ section format with format sheets at the beginning of each section.
All required signatures must in place before forms are filed in the employee record. If an employee refuses to sign,
REFUSED should be noted along with the HR manager’s initials and date.
All documentation should be typed or written legibly in ink and should be signed, dated and/or initialed as appropriate
according to documentation procedures.

RECORD RETENTION AND DISPOSAL

Record/report
Employee file
Applications, resumes, etc.
Ads
Employee benefit plans
Exposure incidents
Any record under litigation
INS I – 9
Payroll information, time sheets,
wages, FICA, FUTA, W‐4, etc.
FMLA
Leave requests
Minutes (Board)
Minutes (Staff, etc.)
General ledgers
Audit reports
Bank statements
Canceled payroll checks
Payroll journals
Deeds, property titles, etc.
Client records
VR client records
OSHA logs
Insurance policies
Insurance claims
Chart of accounts
Contracts and leases (expired)
990’s and 5500’s
Client financial information
Menus
Data sheets

MCH retention
7 years
2 years
1 year
Permanent
Permanent
Until final disposition
3 years (from date of hire or 1 year after termination
– later date)
4 years

Disposal method
Shredding
Shredding
Trash

3 years
1 year
Permanent
7 years
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
7 years
Permanent
Permanent or until the property is disposed of
Permanent or until the client is deceased
5 years after termination
5 years
4 years after term ends
Permanent
Permanent
7 years
Permanent
Permanent or until deceased
1 year
1 year post survey

Shredding
Trash
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Shredding
Shredding
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Narcotic count sheets
Medication returned confirm.
Outings logs
Mileage logs
Outcome based tests:
BBP
Hazcom/Ergonomics/Fire
Med Passing
NCI
Rights/Confidentiality/HIPAA
Incident reports
Grievances
Vehicle Maintenance
In‐service signup sheets
Check and Cash Receipt Log
Correspondence
Memos
Monthly Vehicle Inspection
Monthly Maintenance Checklist
Gas and Service Logs
Time studies
Staff schedules
Policies and Procedures
QAC
Qualitative Record Review
MSDS

1 year
1 year
2 years
1 year

Shredding
Shredding
Shredding
Trash

3 years
1 year
As long as employed
1 year (until next test)
1 year (until next test)
10 years after incident
4 years after final action
Last full FY
5 years
Keep with deposits for that FY
Permanent
Permanent
2 years
2 years
4 years
5 years
2 years
1 copy permanent
3 years
5 years
30 years

Trash
Trash
Trash
Trash
Trash
Shredding
Shredding
Trash
Trash
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF CLIENT INFORMATION
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

The client record is the property of Macon Citizens Habilities, Inc. and shall be maintained in accordance with legal re‐
quirements.
The client has the right to have information relating to his/her care treated as confidential and privileged.
MCH shall make known to all employees, clients, parents/guardian, volunteers, and any other individuals who have
access to client information the privileged nature of such information.
Only staff of the residential facility in which the client resides, professional staff responsible for the client, and MCE
staff if the client is in the day program shall be privy to client information. Staff should only view information for the
clients they are responsible for.
Procedures

1.
2.

MCH shall provide instruction to personnel on current North Carolina Confidentiality regulations and general statutes.
These are maintained at the administrative office and are reflected in these policies.
Individuals shall signify an understanding of the rules governing client confidentiality by signing a statement of compli‐
ance. This statement shall include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

3.

full and legible signature of the individual and his/her title in full
name of agency
agreement to hold information confidential
acknowledgment of civil penalties for improper disclosure
date of signature

Staff must refresh training at least annually. Refresher training is documented in the personnel file.

See Attachment 8 ‐‐ Non‐disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement
4.

A current, signed Non‐disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement shall be maintained in the employee file. All personnel
must receive instructions regarding confidentiality and update a Non‐disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement annual‐
ly.

5.

MCH:
(a) provides a secure place with controlled access for the storage of client record, indexes, and other materials contain‐
ing confidential client information with locked environments in each facility.
(b) identifies the persons responsible for overseeing the storage area(s) and maintaining and filing client records and
delegates this to management and professional staff.
(c) identifies which employees are authorized to check client records in and out of the storage area per job description.
(d) ensures any employee who checks a client record out of the storage area of the responsibility for the security of the
record until it is returned and ensures the employee must sign out and transport the record in locked vehicle. Sign
out sheets should be maintained in each facility and monitored by the compliance manager.
(e) ensures that records are transported directly to the administration office in a locked vehicle and are returned in a
timely manner. Records should be stored in a locked environment in the administration office when not in use.
(f) ensures that original client records are not to be removed from MCH facilities except in the following instances
(other than transporting from facility to administration for review):
(1) subpoena
(2) specific program needs which requires the written authorization of the executive director for the purpose of
concurrent review or clinical care evaluation studies
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(g)
(h)

any information released from MCH in response to requests for information is adequate, in acceptable format, and
is released in accordance with these policies and procedures.
client information may be released upon obtaining a completed Consent for Release of Client Information form
containing the original signature of the client and/or parent/legal guardian. Only the following persons may sign
the consent form:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the client
legal guardian if the client is adjudicated incompetent
agent with legal power of attorney

See Attachment 9 ‐‐ Consent for Release of Client Information
6.

Before a client signs a consent form, he/she must be informed of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

7.
8.

the contents of the record to be released
a definite need for the information
the fact that he/she can give or withhold consent
regulations protecting the confidentiality of the information being released

All letters, treatment summaries, and other information sent out in response to requests of information should be
typed.
Information being released must be stamped with the following statement:
Sensitive information
If client's request to review contents is granted, such review must be in the presence of qualified clini‐
cian. Redisclosure without consent is prohibited by law.

9.
10.
11.

The information being released should be sent out under a cover letter and typed on the facility's letterhead.
Any release of confidential information must be logged on the Record of Information Released form.
The executive director at his/her discretion may require:
(a) that all information sent out be submitted to him/her for approval or
(b) may sign or co‐sign all cover letters accompanying responses to requests for information

12.

The following items are then maintained in the client record:
(a) the signed consent form or a signed progress note documenting the disclosure of information if no signed consent
form was obtained
(b) a copy of the cover letter
(c) a copy of the materials released

13.

Releasing information without a signed consent must occur in the following situations:
(a) upon request from a treatment facility, defined as a hospital or institution operated by the State of North Carolina
for the purpose of treating mental illness, mental retardation, or substance abuse and any area mental health pro‐
gram operated in conjunction with the State of North Carolina
(b) special counsel representing respondents in commitment hearings, special counsel to the court, and counsel repre‐
senting the interest of the state in commitment hearings

14.

Releasing information without a signed consent form can occur only if the person responsible for the client's care de‐
termines that the release of such information is necessary to meet the service needs of the client or to comply with
state or federal statutes or regulations. Such disclosure must be documented in a progress note. Examples of such sit‐
uations are below:
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(a) information may be released to a facility or individual that is providing emergency medical services, but only to the
extent necessary to meet the emergency
(b) information may be released if there is imminent danger of the client's inflicting serious bodily injury upon another
person
(c) there is justified, documented need for a clinical, financial, or administrative audit and each person performing such
an audit signs an Assurance of Confidentiality
(d) in response to a court order or subpoena
15.

Whenever client information is released without a signed consent, the fact of such disclosure must be documented in a
progress note in the record and must include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

16.
17.

name of the recipient of information
extent of information disclosed
specific reasons for disclosure
date of the disclosure
signature of the responsible staff

Disclosure of information via telephone must include a call‐back to verify the validity of the request and the identity of
the requesting party.
Any information which is released must be entered on the Record of Information Released/Disclosed Log.

See Attachment 6 ‐‐ Record of Information Released/Disclosed
INCIDENT REPORTING
Incident means any happening which is not consistent with the routine operation of a facility or service or the routine care
of a client and that is likely to lead to adverse effects upon a client.
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Documentation of incidents must be kept in a separate file from the clinical service record. The occurrence of an inci‐
dent shall be recorded in the service notes.
All incidents must be recorded on the MCH Incident Report.
The Human Rights Committee and Health and Safety Committee will review all incidents and make recommendations
as appropriate.
Incidents should be reported immediately. Incidents must be categorized as Level I, II, or III with Level I being the least
severe.
Level II incidents must be reported to the appropriate MCO within 72 hours on the North Carolina Incident Response
Improvement System (IRIS). The MCO will depend on the home Medicaid County.
Level III incidents other than death require immediate verbal reporting.
Level III incidents involving death from suicide, accident, homicide, or other violence require immediate verbal report‐
ing and death with 7 days of seclusion or restraint requires immediate reporting.
Suspected or alleged abuse, neglect or exploitation must be reported to DSS and the MCO within 72 hours and verbally
as soon as possible.
Procedures

1.

An incident report form must be completed if any of the following occur:
(a) a client falls and injures himself during a seizure.
(b) a client or staff falls or otherwise injures him/herself while occupied in some activity at MCH.
(c) an incident occurs which does not necessarily involve an injury but is very unusual or may require careful documen‐
tation.
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
2.

3.

use of NCI restraint other than benign
medication error
pica
AWOL
abuse/neglect
suicide attempt
any sentinel event
all incidents should be reported to the manager and QP promptly.

The MCH Incident Report must be filled out completely and must be submitted to the QP, manager, assistant director,
RN, executive director, program manager and safety coordinator. Incident Reports will be reviewed and monitored by
both the Health and Safety Committee and the Human Rights Committee.
Incidents must be categorized as Level I, II, or III with Level I being the least severe. Level II and III incidents must be
reported to the MCO via the North Carolina Incident Response Improvement System (IRIS) by trained personnel. A
printed copy should be maintained for recordkeeping and attached to the MCH Incident Report.

4.

Level I includes any incident, as defined above, which does not meet the definition of a Level II or III incident. Level I
incidents are events that, in isolated numbers, do not significantly threaten the health or safety of an individual, but
could indicate systematic problems if they occur frequently. Level I incidents may signal a need for the provider to re‐
view its clinical care and practices, including supervision and training. These incidents require communication among
the provider’s staff, documentation of the incident, and report to other authorities as required by law. In addition, ag‐
gregate information on Level I incidents involving restrictive interventions, medication errors, and searches/seizures
must be reported to the host MCO, according to guidelines provided by DHHS.

5.

Level II includes any incident, as defined in 10A NCAC 27G .0602, which involves a consumer death due to natural caus‐
es or terminal illness, or results in a threat to a consumer’s health or safety or a threat to the health or safety of others
due to consumer behavior. Level II incidents may signal a need for the MCO to review the provider’s clinical care and
practices and the MCO’s service management processes, including service coordination, service oversight, and tech‐
nical assistance for providers. These incidents require communication between the provider and MCO, documentation
of the incident, and report to the MCO and other authorities as required by law.

6.

Level III includes any incident, as defined in 10A NCAC 27G .0602, that results in (1) a death, sexual assault or perma‐
nent physical or psychological impairment to a consumer, (2) a substantial risk of death, or permanent physical or psy‐
chological impairment to a consumer, a death, sexual assault or permanent physical or psychological impairment
caused by a consumer, (4) a substantial risk of death or permanent physical or psychological impairment caused by a
consumer or (5) a threat caused by a consumer to a person's safety. Level III incidents signal a need for the DHHS and
MCO to review the local and state service provision and management system, including coordination, technical assis‐
tance and oversight. These incidents require communication among the provider, MCO and DHHS, documentation of
the incident, and report to the MCO, DHHS and other authorities as required by law. Level III incidents that occur while
the consumer was receiving a service or on the provider’s premises also require a formal internal team review process
to be initiated by the provider within 24 hours of the incident, according to guidelines provided by DHHS.

7.

A debriefing should occur in a timely manner after investigation if required or when incident reporting is complete.
The QP or nurse should do the debriefing and record it on the Incident Report form.

See Attachment 10 – MCH Incident Report
8.

Incidents include but are not limited to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

death
injury
property damage
alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)

alleged criminal act
AWOL
violation of rights
medication error
emergency or unauthorized use of a restraint or seclusion
violation of confidentiality
suicide attempt or threat
communicable disease
CLIENT DEATH
POLICY

1.
2.
3.

4.

Any client death must be reported immediately to the executive director who is responsible for ensuring that fami‐
ly/legal guardians know.
Client death must be reported on IRIS within 72 hours. Death within 7 days of seclusion or restraint must be reported
immediately.
In the case of a death which may be the result of abuse, neglect, or exploitation, and where there is reason to believe
that other disabled persons at the site may be abused, neglected or exploited and in need of protective services, DSS
and the police must be notified immediately. Reporting should also be made to the appropriate MCO and to the NC
Healthcare Personnel Registry if MCH personnel are involved. The NCHPR is included in the IRIS reporting.
In the case of a death that occurs as a result of an accident, suicide, or other questionable circumstances the police
shall be notified immediately. The MCO should also be notified.
Procedure

1.

If a client dies while in an MCH facility, appropriate authorities will be notified immediately:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

2.
3.
4.

911
administrative staff
executive director
police, if indicated

Administrative staff will notify the family immediately.
MCH encourages an autopsy upon the unexpected death of a client although this would be the decision of authorities
and/or family/legal guardian.
Administrative staff must complete and submit the IRIS.
LOST OR MISSING CLIENT (AWOL)
Policy

Staff should know the whereabouts of clients at all times. However, if a client is found to be missing or lost, staff should
alert a supervisor immediately and implement a search immediately.
Procedures
If a client is missing or thought to be lost, responsible staff should:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Search the entire facility including closets and storage rooms.
Search the outside grounds.
Notify the executive director.
Notify the manager.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Follow the instructions given by the administrative staff on call for individual cases.
If the staff on call is not immediately available and if there are at least 2 or more staff present, 1 staff may leave the
grounds and search favored places.
If the staff on call is not immediately available and if there is only 1 staff present, he/she should remain with the other
clients and call the executive director or assistant director to receive instructions.
If unable to reach administrative staff, notify police immediately.
Document all information relating to these events in the client's record.
Complete MCH investigation and report accordingly.
Report AWOL of more than 3 hours to the MCO via IRIS.
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DOCUMENTATION
Policy
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

It is the policy of MCH that all activities are documented in the client record according to the standards of the North
Carolina Division of MH/DD/SAS and any other standards and regulations which apply to specific programs.
All MCH staff who work directly with clients are authorized by the executive director to document in the service rec‐
ords. Staff may write progress notes, document on the MAR, complete incident reports, etc. only after receiving train‐
ing on documentation and are expected to follow all standards regarding documentation.
The executive director is responsible for delegating to professional staff and managers the responsibility for monitoring
and assuring completion of documentation.
All staff are responsible for following documentation requirements as trained and for completing documentation accu‐
rately and on time.
The compliance manager, QIDP’s, QP, and/or manager(s) are responsible for:
(a) notifying the staff of incomplete/incorrect documentation
(b) notifying the manager and the executive director of reports that are due or past due
Procedures

1.

All record entries shall:
(a) be made in black ink or typewritten (staff are requested to press firmly, write clearly, and to ensure that
checkmarks appear only in the space for the data elements that are being documented)
(b) legible, including signature
(c) include the date of entry and the name, degree/certification, and discipline of the individual making the entry

2.
3.

Backdating of entries and reports is not permitted since the record is a legal document and backdating of entries is
considered fraudulent. Refer to late entry.
All entries in the service record shall be signed, and all signatures must contain the appropriate credentials, degree,
licensure, and/or title of the person entering information in the service record. The use of initials in lieu of a full signa‐
ture is only allowed when correcting an error, or when a service is documented on a service grid or checklist, and only if
the provider’s full signature is included on the page. Full signatures must contain the following elements:
(a) for professionals, the staff member who provided the service and recorded the event shall sign his or her name
with the appropriate credentials, degree, or licensure.
(b) for paraprofessionals, the individual who provided the service and recorded the event shall sign his or her name
and position.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Whenever a staff member is no longer available [extended leave, death, termination from position] to sign a record
entry, a notation reflecting this shall be documented in the service record and signed by the staff member’s supervisor
on behalf of the previous staff member.
Complete all record entries promptly. Each page in the record which originated within MCH must include the client's
name and record number. The only exception to this rule is correspondence which should contain the client's name
but is not required to contain the client's record number.
On structured (overprinted) forms, each item of information must be filled in. The only exception to this rule is an item
entitled "Additional Information." If a staff member is unable to obtain certain required information or has no com‐
ment to make in a particular section, he/she should so indicate by inserting a comment to the effect that the infor‐
mation could not be obtained and why, or by inserting the word "None" or some other appropriate indicator in the
blank so that any reviewer will know that the information item has not been overlooked.
When record content requirements are omitted from the record, the reason for the omission must be documented in
the record, e.g. "Client is in Angel Community Hospital: treatment plan will be updated upon return to MCH."
Abbreviations and symbols may be used as follows:
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(a) Diagnoses ‐‐ Symbols and abbreviations shall not be used when officially recording principal, additional, or revised
diagnoses in the service record.
(b) Medications ‐‐ Symbols and abbreviations shall not be used when recording the name of medications.
(c) Abbreviations ‐‐ and symbols may be used in other service record documentation only when on the approved list.
9.

An official abbreviations list is available to all staff.

See Attachment 11 – Approved Abbreviations
10.
11.

Additions/deletions to the list must have approval from the executive director.
Whenever corrections are necessary in the individual's record, the following procedures shall be followed:
(a) Corrections shall be made by the individual who recorded the entry.
(b) One single thin line shall be drawn through the error or inaccurate entry, making certain that the original entry is
still legible.
(c) Record the corrected entry legibly above or near the original entry.
(d) Record the date of the correction and initials of the recorder.
(e) An explanation as to the type of documentation error shall be included whenever the reason for the correction is
unclear [e.g., “wrong service record”].
(f) Whenever omitted words cannot be inserted in the appropriate place above the record entry, the information
should be made after the last entry in the record. Never “squeeze” additional information into the area where the
entry should have been recorded.
(g) correction fluid or tape shall not be used for correction of errors.

12.
13.
14.

The executive director, at his/her discretion, may require that the entries of staff be countersigned.
The word Confidential is to be stamped in red on the front of each record.
Allergies and hypersensitivities, if any, should be recorded in red ink on the front of the record. NKA should appear in
red if none.
Late Entries

1.
2.
3.

The person who provided the service shall write and sign the service note or grid.
The completion of a service note or grid to reflect services provided shall be documented on the day that the service
was provided or no later than the next work day.
If a service note or grid is not documented on the day the service was provided, it shall be considered a “late entry.”
The documentation shall be noted as a “late entry” and shall include at a minimum the date the documentation was
made and the date when the documentation should have been entered. For example, “Late Entry made on 7/15/07 for
7/12/07.”

Documentation/Reporting of Suspected/Observed Abuse/Neglect
1.

2.
3.

Whenever abuse/neglect of an individual is observed or suspected, facts relative to the abuse/neglect or suspected
abuse/neglect shall be documented in the service record, including reports made by the individual and actions taken by
staff.
Opinions relative to the abuse/neglect or alleged abuse/neglect shall not be documented in incident reports or in the
individual’s record.
Per G.S. § 7B‐301, any person or institution has the duty to report abuse, neglect , dependency, or death due to mal‐
treatment of any juvenile to the Director of the Department of Social Services in the county where the juvenile resides
or is found.
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4.

5.

Per G.S. § 108A‐102, any person having reasonable cause to believe that a disabled adult is in need of protective ser‐
vices shall report such information to the Director of the Department of Social Services in the county in which the per‐
son resides or is present.
Per 10A NCAC 27G .0604, Category A and B providers shall submit an incident report to the host MCO, Home MCO, and
DMH/DD/SAS [as appropriate for the level of incident] whenever there is an allegation of abuse, neglect, or exploita‐
tion of a consumer. Per 10A NCAC 27G .0504 (c), the MCO Client Rights Committee shall oversee the implementation of
client rights protections through a review procedure of cases of alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
GOAL PLANNING AND WRITING
Policy

Behavioral goals are required by standards and regulations and provide a means for staff interventions. Goals provide a
means of evaluating client progress. They create a sense of direction, consistency, and focus.
Goals must be functional ‐‐ they must serve some useful purpose in addressing a client's needs for increased independence.
Goals must be behavioral ‐‐ they must be stated in behavioral terms. Goals must be measurable ‐‐ they must be defined in
such a way as to measure progress or lack of progress. Goals must be observable. Goals must be time‐limited ‐‐ they may
be 6 months or less to 1 year. Goals must be achievable ‐‐ there must be a realistic expectation that the client can achieve
the goal.
A good goal is one that succeeds in communicating an intended result.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The interdisciplinary team process is used to develop goals from evaluations, observations, and data.
The client, family, direct care staff, and professional staff may all work together for a person‐centered approach to
developing goals.
A goal may be long term and can be stated as an objective statement.
The problem or condition in behavioral terms must meet the criteria of being observable, measurable, functional,
achievable, and time‐limited.
If the problem cannot be stated behaviorally, then the goal should not be attempted.
The following are examples of areas that are not defined behaviorally:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

7.

has a poor self‐concept
is unaware of his/her surroundings
has a bad attitude
won't do anything for himself
is too dependent on others
just won't try

The process for behavioral goal writing:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

identify the concern or problem
get interdisciplinary team input
state the goal in behavioral terms
collect the data
develop a goal stated in measurable, observable, time‐limited terms, etc.
train staff in implementation of goals
implement the program and collect data (notes, documentation)
analyze the data and review it with staff, interdisciplinary team, etc.
modify, revise according to progress.
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(j)

8.

include the client in each step of the process, regardless of level of functioning. As much as possible must be ex‐
plained to the client each time the program is implemented.

Measurable goals are written best by using words that are open to fewer interpretations.
CLIENT GRIEVANCE and CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Purpose

It is the intent of MCH that services are provided to all clients without discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, age,
sex, gender, sexual orientation, religion, ancestry, national origin, or belief. Every client should expect fair treatment.
Policy
Clients of MCH have the right to file a grievance if they feel they have been treated unfairly in any way. Clients and/or legal
guardians are encouraged to register any concerns, complaints, or grievance and pursue an acceptable means to address
the grievance. There shall be no retaliation for filing a grievance. Acceptable resolution of any conflict should be expected
without retaliation, and clients/legal guardians should feel free to speak with MCH staff about concerns or problems and
expect reasonable explanation or resolution in a timely manner.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Conflicts or concerns should be taken to the appropriate facility manager for resolution unless the concern is with that
person. In that event, the concern should be taken to the qualified professional, executive or assistant director.
Conflicts or informal grievances should be resolved between the client and/or parent/guardian and management‐level
personnel or professional personnel if possible.
If the problem cannot be settled with the upper management or professional personnel, the client/legal guardian
should take the issue to the executive director to seek resolution. The executive director should respond to the com‐
plaint in writing within 5 working days.
If the grievance involves a client rights issue, it will be reported to the Human Rights Committee immediately. This
committee may make recommendations as to resolution or further reporting to appropriate authorities and the execu‐
tive or assistant directors. The HRC has 10 working days to make a recommendation on reporting or resolution of the
grievance.
Grievances or complaints which cannot be resolved between the executive director and the client and/or par‐
ent/guardian will be heard by the MCH Board. Subsequently, the final resolution may be left to the discretion of the
MCH Board. The Board should respond within 10 working days of hearing the grievance. Unless there is immediate
jeopardy, the MCH Board will review the complaint at its next regularly scheduled board meeting and shall make writ‐
ten response within 10 working days of that meeting. In the case of immediate jeopardy, the board will call an emer‐
gency meeting. Immediate jeopardy would include a health or safety concern which needs immediate remediation.
The complaint and action agreed upon by the client and/or parent/guardian and any others involved will be document‐
ed in the client's record.
There will be no retaliation or repercussions in service delivery as a result of filing a grievance or making a complaint.
All grievances and complaints will be treated in a confidential manner.
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CASH MANAGEMENT
MCH operates in a fiscally sound manner under generally acceptable accounting rules.
Policy
The Medicare Provider Reimbursement Manual shall provide the general accounting definitions and procedures. Posting to
the general ledger shall be done by the assistant director or his designate, usually the administrative operations manager.
Ledger entries are referenced by journal entries and must be approved by the executive director.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Budgets are prepared by the assistant director and approved by the MCH Board. The executive director may make
discretionary spending decisions up to $7,500 without specific board approval.
Income statements are reviewed by the executive director monthly with the assistant director.
Income statements/financial information compiled by the assistant director is reviewed by the board of directors at
least quarterly and is available to the board at any time.
Department heads or manager(s) should submit budget requests to the assistant director no later than May 5 each
year.
A detailed chart of accounts is maintained by the assistant director.
Cash and/or checks are deposited promptly and stored in a locked safe until deposited. All cash is receipted. Purchase
orders must be approved by the executive director or the assistant director.
Payroll is paid from a separate account used solely for payroll and the 401 (k) deposit.
All accounts must be reconciled to the general ledger monthly.
Resident accounts are reconciled by 2 individuals, neither of which is the assistant or executive director.
ICF resident funds are kept in interest‐bearing accounts, and interest is spread according to individual balance and
spread at the end of the month on an excel spread sheet. DDA residents have individual accounts.
All resident funds are reconciled monthly and guardians are provided monthly reconciliations. All incoming and out‐
going checks are receipted on pre‐numbered receipts.
The administrative assistant opens mail, removes checks or cash, and distributes mail.
Checks and cash are logged in a journal by the administrative assistant.
Deposits are made by the assistant director or office manager.
Blank checks are stored in a locked environment.
All staff who handle funds are bonded.
All accounts payable and payroll checks require 2 signatures. The assistant director and executive director endorse
checks.
The executive director and the assistant director do not handle resident funds.
An internal control letter is submitted annually to the financial auditors.

See Attachment 12 ‐‐ Departmental Budget Requests
PURCHASING
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

All purchases over $10.00 must be requested on a purchase order unless made by the executive director with the ex‐
ception of food in residential facilities, medications, and gasoline.
Purchases over $10.00 shall be made by or must be approved by either the executive director or the assistant director
with the exception of the maintenance supervisor.
Restrictions on purchase of goods which might be construed as conflict of interest shall be determined by the Board of
Directors of Macon Citizens Habilities, Inc. Decisions shall be recorded in the minutes.
Staff members are prohibited from the following activities unless approved by the executive director:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
5.
6.

entering into any business transaction of any type with a client.
borrowing the assets or properties of the client or former client.
requiring that clients perform tasks or services for staff or their families.
giving or receiving gifts to or from clients which are of substantial nature.

The executive director must have MCH Board approval for purchases over $7500.
Procedures to prevent fraudulent purchases are followed. Receipts and goods purchased are witnessed by a second
person.
PETTY CASH

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Petty cash may be used for purchases under $10.00 when it is not possible to charge or it is inconvenient to use a
check. Petty cash should not be used at stores where a charge account is maintained. (Charges over $10.00 must be
made with purchase order.)
A receipt for the purchase must be attached to the petty cash voucher. The front of the reconciliation form should be
completed. The petty cash voucher should be completed in ink and signed in ink before being submitted for approval.
A custodian will be designated for each petty cash account. The petty cash check will be made out to the custodian of
the fund. The custodian of the fund should cash the check and maintain the petty cash account in a secure place.
When the petty cash fund balance is down to 25% of the fund limit, the account should be reconciled on a Petty Cash
Reconciliation Sheet and along with the vouchers turned in to the assistant director for reimbursement.
The petty cash account is reconciled at least annually by the finance department. Two persons must be present while
the petty cash is counted.
The custodian of the account is responsible for keeping the account balanced at all times. Shortages or misuse of funds
could result in termination.

See Attachment 13 – Petty Cash Reconciliation Form
See Attachment 14 ‐‐ Petty Cash Voucher
7.
8.
9.
10.

Purchase orders must be completed by any staff other than the executive director or assistant director for any pur‐
chase over $10.00. This does not apply to gas purchases, groceries, or medications.
Purchase orders must be submitted to and approved by the executive director or assistant director before purchase is
made.
Invoices or cash register receipts should be attached to the purchase order when the purchase is complete. Purchase
orders should then be submitted to the assistant director.
Purchase orders should be completely filled out.

See Attachment 15 ‐‐ Purchase Order
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Purchase orders may be submitted the tenth and twenty‐fifth of the month.
A separate purchase order is required for each vendor.
The facility manager should submit the gas log from each vehicle to the administrative office on the first working day of
each month. The assistant director or designate will compare to signed receipts and verify with invoices from vendors.
Employees should write the vehicle description on the receipt. Receipts should be submitted to the administrative of‐
fice immediately.
Food purchases should be verified/witnessed by another staff when taken into the facility, i.e. food purchases should
be checked in and the witnessing staff should acknowledge by signing and dating the store receipt.
All other purchases such as Wal‐Mart, Lowe’s, K‐Mart, and gasoline should be verified by a second staff signature and
date.
Staff should sign and date all delivery tickets.
Purchases may be made only by those authorized by the executive director or assistant director. Vendors should have
the names of those authorized.
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CREDIT CARDS
Policy
For convenience, MCH issues key employees with credit cards for shopping and gasoline purchases. Credit cards are also
maintained in company vehicles. Credit cards are issued at the discretion of the executive director and the assistant direc‐
tor to staff who have purchasing authority. Purchasing authority is limited to $300 unless there is prior approval from the
executive or finance director. Credit cards should be treated as cash and requirement for 2 signatures applies to credit card
purchases. Misuse of a company credit card could result in termination.
Procedures
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Each MCH vehicle has a credit card which is to be kept inside the Mileage Log binder inside the plastic sleeve. The card
should not be removed from the vehicle it is assigned to. Vehicle credit cards may only be used for the purchase of gas
except in an emergency. Otherwise prior approval from the assistant director is required. Gas receipts should be
turned in to the administrative office by the next working day.
Facility credit cards should remain in the facility in the cash box when not in use. Employees including managers should
check out the cards when it is needed for shopping. The employee should sign and date the Credit Card Checkout
form. The manager should initial the form unless the manager is the person checking out the card.
Credit card receipts should be turned in to the administrative office as soon as possible, preferably by the next working
day after purchase. Receipts require 2 signatures to verify the purchase was made on behalf of the facility. A purchase
order should be attached.
If a card is lost or misplaced, the facility manager should be notified immediately and the manager should contact the
assistant director immediately.
Credit card violations include but are not limited to:
(a) purchase of items for personal use
(b) use of the credit card for cash advances
(c) use of the credit card for purchase of more than $300 unless authorized by the executive director or assistant di‐
rector.
(d) failure to check in the credit card
(e) failure to turn in credit card receipts

See Attachment 16 ‐‐ Credit Card Checkout
CREDIT LINE
Policy
MCH maintains a line of credit with a $100,000 limit with Macon Bank which is renewable annually. This line of credit has
an adjustable interest rate and is only accessible by the executive director and the assistant director. The credit line is ac‐
cessed to meet current obligations or to make purchases deemed necessary by the executive director and the assistant di‐
rector. The credit line is to be used only for short‐term financing. Funds received from the credit line are deposited into
the MCH operations account the same day received. The credit line balance is paid off as quickly as possible. If more than
$75, 000 is accessed at any one time, Board approval is required.
MAINTENANCE
MCH facilities, grounds, and vehicles are to be kept in good repair and working order and should be maintained in clean,
neat appearance. Preventive maintenance is an important aspect of keeping MCH safe and barrier free. The maintenance
supervisor make expend up to $50 for repairs or supplies at his discretion without approval of the executive or assistant
directors.
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Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

The maintenance supervisor is responsible for all vehicle and building maintenance and repair.
Any expense which is incurred as a result of a request per work order must be submitted on a purchase order for pre‐
approval from the executive director except in cases of being within the $50 limit, emergency, or less than $10.00.
Any repairs over $50.00 must have prior approval of the executive director or assistant director.
The assistant director may make decisions about emergency repairs in the absence of the executive director.
The maintenance supervisor is responsible for quarterly inspection of each vehicle and ensuring that any findings are
corrected.
The Health and Safety Committee is responsible for a quarterly inspection of each building to promote safety, prevent
maintenance problems which might result from neglect, and to ensure that preventive maintenance occurs.
Each facility manager is responsible for doing at least a monthly inspection.
A Quarterly Maintenance Checklist shall be completed by the Safety and Health Committee and kept on file in the facil‐
ity. Any needed maintenance or repair should be completed as soon as possible and documented. The executive di‐
rector should be made aware of any needed repairs.
Any expense of more than $10. 00 which is incurred due to preventive maintenance or as a result of a quarterly inspec‐
tion should be submitted on a purchase order to the executive director.
Procedures

1.
2.
3.
4.

Staff may refer all maintenance problems to maintenance by Work Order.
The Human Resource manager may help prioritize work orders.
Work Orders should be submitted to maintenance staff. When the work is completed, the Work Order is completed
and signed and placed in a notebook which is maintained in the facility.
Completed Work Orders shall be filed in the administrative office on monthly basis.

See Attachment 17 ‐‐ Work Order
See Attachment 18 ‐‐ Monthly Maintenance Checklist

SECURITY
Purpose
MCH is concerned for the safety of clients and staff at all times, and for this reason, we continuously evaluate our security
and take measures to make all facilities safer.
Policy
It is the policy of MCH to maintain secure environments which do not invite unknown hazards or put our clients and staff at
risk. It is policy to keep doors locked to prevent intruders or unauthorized persons from entering facilities. Inside doors
open without keys to permit safe egress in case of emergency. Approved alarms are placed on doors of those facilities
which are in close proximity to busy streets or dangerous areas. Only the main door of MCE and the administration building
are unlocked during work hours. Visitors are requested to check in at these doors. All MCH staff are provided with badges
which identify them as MCH employees. The administration and MCE buildings have coded entrances, and only approved
personnel have the codes.
Procedures
1.

All residential exterior doors are to be kept locked at all times. Staff should be aware of anyone who comes in or exits
and ask for identification from anyone not known. While residents may answer the door in their homes, staff should
be vigilant and go to the door with the client.
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Only the main entrance at MCE should remain unlocked during business hours. Visitors should check in at this en‐
trance. Other doors can be opened from inside without a key in case of emergency evacuation.
Third shift staff should carry a portable telephone on his/her person. Third shift staff may not go outside the building
during the shift other than in an emergency. No smoke breaks are permissible on third shift, even when 2 staff are
present.
All doors in the administration building should be locked except the main entrance. Visitors should check in at this en‐
trance and be announced.
The door between the reception area and the rest of the administration building is secured by electronic access con‐
trol. Approved personnel have the code to enter; otherwise, the office manager may give visitors access.
MCE and MCH administration have security systems. All employees who are assigned keys are assigned security codes.
MCE has security cameras to alert staff if anyone tries to enter or exit doors other than the main door and to alert staff
to unusual persons in the parking and designated smoking areas.
Locks will be changed when employees leave MCH employment at the discretion of the executive director, assistant
director, HR director, program director, and appropriate manager.
Security codes will be withdrawn from service when an employee terminates.
VISITORS
Purpose

MCH values its employees and clients and strives to support them through its policies and benefits. While MCH seeks to
focus on providing an environment open to work and family issues, it also believes that the workplace should not be used in
lieu of a child care provider. Further, MCH believes that it is inappropriate for minor children of employees to be in work
areas during work hours for several reasons: potential liability to MCH, risk of harm to a child, and decreased employee
productivity due to distractions and disruptions. For this reason, MCH requests that employees not have family and friends
visit residential or day program facilities.
Residential clients are encouraged to have friends and family visit in their homes, and MCH encourages rather than prohib‐
its family visitation. However, MCH does request that family members be thoughtful of other clients in the home and re‐
spect their privacy and confidentiality.
Visits to MCE are encouraged to be scheduled in advance through the assistant director or MCE manager, if possible. MCE
is a client workplace and day program, and visitors may distract other clients. It is understood that case managers and su‐
pervisors must visit MCE, but these persons should be respectful of the confidentiality and rights of all clients. Business
should be conducted as necessary without undue visiting or disturbance.
MCH staff are trained to scrutinize unknown visitors and request identification if necessary.
Policy
While clients may have family and friends visit at any time, a 24‐hour advance notice is appreciated for all visits in order to
assure that the resident is available for a visit and not away from the group home. Visits should be within a reasonable
time‐frame, not too early or too late, and of reasonable length. Visitors may use the living room, den, kitchen, dining room,
and any other public part of the group home. Residents may also have visitors in their rooms, if appropriate.
While residential clients are encouraged to greet visitors at the door, staff are to monitor very closely and scrutinize any
unknown visitor and request identification if necessary. No person who refuses to identify him or herself should be admit‐
ted to the home. While the home does belong to the residents, all staff are charged with keeping the residents safe and
should be aware of all persons who enter the home. Good judgment and discretion are advised.
Residential and day program staff are asked not to have friends and family stop by for brief visits even on an infrequent
basis. MCH incurs much liability when persons who are not employed by the organization are on MCH premises.
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MCE visitors should enter from the door marked VISITORS on the front of the building and should check in at this entrance.
Visitors to the administrative office should enter by the main entrance and be announced to the appropriate party by the
receptionist.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All first‐time visitors must sign a Non‐Disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement when they enter an MCH facility other
than the administrative office.
MCH personnel should not bring minor children to their workplace unless during a brief visit to clients during hours
other than those regularly scheduled to work.
Client family members and friends may be shown a public area of the home such as the living room or den to visit and
in some cases, clients may wish to visit with family members in the client’s room.
While clients are encouraged to go to the door and greet visitors, staff should verify the identification of the visitor be‐
fore inviting in or leaving alone with clients. Staff should always approach the door with a client.
Visitors to MCE should sign in at the visitor entrance and be met by an MCE staff in order that staff know that visitors
are in the building. Vendors should sign in and make their presence known to MCE staff.
Visitors to the administration building should come in via the main entrance and check in with the receptionist who will
refer the visitor to the appropriate person(s).
KEY MAINTENANCE
Purpose

Due to the confidential nature of the services delivered by MCH and the need to protect client and employee information,
facilities, cabinets, files, and closets are kept locked. Facility doors are kept locked for security. Keys are assigned to au‐
thorized personnel only.
Policy
In order to protect confidential and personal client and employee information, cabinets, files, closets, etc. which contain
such information are kept locked and only authorized personnel have access. Keys are assigned to authorized personnel,
and other keys are maintained in a locked cabinet which can be accessed by the executive director, assistant director, pro‐
gram director, and the HR manager.
Vehicle and facility keys are assigned only to the management level employees other than the administration office. If
management level employees must be away, temporary arrangements should be made with designated staff. Keys should
not be left on the outside of facilities. Persons with offices in the administration office are assigned door and office keys
and PIN numbers to the alarm. Only those authorized have access to personnel or other confidential information.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All cabinets, files, closets, etc. which contain personal or confidential client or employee information are to be kept
locked.
Only authorized personnel are assigned keys and PIN numbers for alarms.
Vehicle keys are assigned only to management level positions.
Facility keys are assigned only to management level positions in the residential facilities and as needed at MCE and
MCH administration.
Vehicle keys and facility keys are maintained on a common key ring for other personnel to use while on a shift and are
to be left in the facility.
Medication closet keys should not leave the facility.
Medication closet keys must be stored in a secure location and persons who are not trained to administer medications
should not have access to these keys.
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Spare keys to confidential information in the administrative office should be housed in a locked cabinet with only au‐
thorized personnel having access to the cabinet.
Managers should maintain a current list of all persons who have keys to facilities and vehicles.
Only personnel who need access to client records per job description should have access to records cabinet or closet
keys.
All keys should be turned in when employees terminate.
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MEDICATIONS
Policy
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Medication usage and administration shall be monitored in all MCH facilities by a nurse.
Legal guardians or persons with authority to do so must consent to medications, and may do so in a variety of ways.
Most routine and necessary medications such as seizure or blood pressure medications may be consented at intake;
however, behavioral medications are consented as ordered or changed. Temporary medications for infections such as
antibiotics may be handled differently; however, the guardian should be informed.
No medication will be administered without written order of a physician.
Verbal orders from a physician will be accepted only by a nurse.
It is the responsibility of the nurse to inform and discuss with the staff any new medication orders and to educate the
team as to the effects and possible side effects.
The Nurse's Notes must indicate the effectiveness of the medication or in the case of behavior medications, effective‐
ness may be reflected in the psychologist’s notes.
Physician's orders must be co‐signed by the nurse.
All orders are documented on the Medication Administration Record. Orders must be written on the MAR as ordered
by the physician. However generic may be substituted and dosage form may differ. Dosage should equal total dosage
on doctor’s order and generic should be on label.
Automatic stop order provides that after a predetermined time a drug is stopped unless the following exists:
(a) the order indicates an exact period of time for the administration of the drug,
(b) a specific number of doses are to be given to the client per the physician order,
(c) the physician re‐orders the drug for the client.

10.

MCH staff or the nurse must get permission from the physician before discontinuing a drug unless:
(a) the order indicates an exact period of time for the drug to be administered.
(b) specific number of doses was ordered.
(c) the order has an automatic stop and the medication is no longer needed.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

For orders not specifying the number of doses or the duration of administration, the pharmacist should dispense only
enough medication to last until the specified stop order is reached.
Cardiovascular, diabetic and anti‐convulsant drugs cannot to be stopped without the approval of the physician.
Staff are responsible for informing the nurse or manager about orders which will expire in the next 48 hours so that
ample time can be allowed to contact the physician to renew the order.
It is the responsibility of the facility manager or designate to ensure that adequate supplies of medications are available
for weekends and holidays. Weekly counts should be conducted, and medication supplies ordered from the pharmacy.
Facility managers are responsible for ensuring medications are ordered ahead of time for such times as when the
pharmacy is closed.
It is the responsibility of the manager or designate to pick up medications from the pharmacy and check labels to en‐
sure accuracy.
Staff who administer medications are responsible for informing the manager when supplies get down to a 3‐day supply
so that medications can be ordered from the pharmacy.
It is the responsibility of the nurse and/or MCH staff to relay information to the physician from the interdisciplinary
team. Staff should monitor for and report medication reactions and side effects to the nurse. The nurse will monitor
medication effectiveness and side effects and document in nurse’s notes. Response to medication, reactions, and side
effects will be reported to the MD as necessary.
In case of an emergency related to medications, staff should call poison control and report to the staff nurse. The num‐
ber for poison control is posted on the emergency phone list posted by each telephone.
Staff may call staff nurse(s), pharmacy, or primary care physicians for questions or concerns regarding medications.
The nurse shall relay any orders for psychotropic drugs to staff and train on the effects and side effects of the medica‐
tions.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

1.

PRN medications may be given by staff once trained and approved by the nurse for administering.
The nurse records in the Nurse's Notes if PRN medications are ordered.
PRN medications must be entered on the MAR.
Medications are administered only by staff completing a certified Medication Administration Course with yearly con‐
tinuing education trained by a registered nurse.
For any client who is capable of self‐administration of medications as determined through evaluation, a training pro‐
gram will be implemented to develop this ability. In the event, a client is determined to be able to self‐administer by a
physician, medications must be stored in a secure, locked environment which only that client and staff can access. All
standards which apply to the storage of medications still apply.
Medications must be stored according to pharmacy recommendations such as refrigeration, away from heat or light,
etc. Unless otherwise indicated, all medications are stored in a locked medication closet designated for that sole pur‐
pose. Only trained staff are authorized to access the medication closet which is to be locked except during medication
passes or counts.
Procedures
Only trained personnel who have successfully completed the Medication Administration Course can administer any
medication according to the following procedures:
(a)

While counting/administering medications, only staff and the client participating in medication administration
should be at the medication closet.
(b) Staff member and each client must wash hands thoroughly before medications are administered. Hand sanitizer
may be used.
(c) Equipment and supplies (MAR, applesauce, juice, cups, etc.) should be prepared.
(d) Administering staff should begin with first MAR in the book.
(e) The time columns should be checked carefully to make sure time for administering medication is correct.
(f) Medication should only be taken from a properly labeled bottle.
(g) The name of the medication on the container should correctly correspond to the name found on the Medication
Administration Record to the left of the time column. This should be verified each time a medication is adminis‐
tered.
(h) Those administering medications should wear gloves when indicated and never touch a medication as trained in
the Medication Administration Course. For example, gloves must be worn when administering topical medica‐
tions, eye medications, suppositories, enemas, ear medications, anytime drainage is present, and when assisting
with glucose monitoring, insulin pump insertion devices, and any injections.
See Attachment 19 ‐‐ Medication Administration Record
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

The medication name, strength, and administration form should correspond with the information on the Medication
Administration Record.
The name of the medication should be compared against the MAR and automatic stop dates to ensure compliance.
If at any time any of the above criteria is missing or a label is not legible, do not continue, STOP ‐ call the nurse or ad‐
ministrative staff on call.
If there are several medications to be given to a client at the same time, get all the doses from the containers and com‐
pare each medication as above.
Pour proper medication and dosage into soufflé cup.
Administer to client with water, juice, applesauce, or whatever is appropriate. (Do not pour medication into larger con‐
tainer of applesauce and do not pour medication ahead of time.) Observe 6 rights: right client, right drug, right route,
right time, right dose, and right documentation.
Return Medication Administration Record and chart all medications given to that client, using the full initials of person
administering and check again to be sure that all medications for that time period have been given or accounted for.
Proceed to the next MAR in book and repeat all steps above for each client, recording each one.
When all medication has been given, go back through the MAR page by page to be sure that all doses have been ad‐
ministered and recorded.
Lock medication closet and store key appropriately in a locked box.
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12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

All medications to be administered by MCH staff off site must be kept in a locked box until the administration of the
medication. Procedures for administering off‐site medication is the same as for on‐site.
All medications administered must be recorded in the appropriate block by the person administering, using full initials
as indicated on the MAR.
All initials must be identified on each MAR.
For any omitted doses, OMIT should be written in the blank on the Medication Administration Record, and a note
should be made in a general progress note as to why it was omitted. No medications should be omitted without
knowledge of the nurse.
When a client is home, the letter "H" should be written in the block on the Medication Administration Record for each
dose of medication omitted because of being home. If a client is in the hospital, hosp. should be written in. If a client is
visiting with someone away from the group home who administers his medications, an "A" (for away) should be writ‐
ten on the MAR.
When a client is on a home visit or away, staff should ensure that all medications needed are sent with the client. A
copy of the MAR is sent with the medications. A medication check‐out sheet is completed and medications explained
to the person the client is being released to.

See Attachment 20 – Medication Checkout Procedure
17.
18.
19.

Sharps and handling are also discussed under the Exposure Control Plan in the Personnel Policies and Procedures.
Sharps containers are available in all facilities. Needles, syringes, injection devices, lancets, insulin pump insertion de‐
vices and cannulas must be placed in a secure sharps container.
The group home manager must contact maintenance for disposal of the sharps container when needed. Maintenance
will dispose by recommended disposal method which is at the special hazardous waste collection center at the local
landfill.
Medication Error Reporting Procedures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The time the error was made should be determined and medications counted to see if the dosage can still be given
according to time limit observed by facility.
The person finding an error of any type should notify the nurse and manager immediately. The manager should notify
the QP or appropriate supervising staff.
The nurse should investigate the error and make the decision as to what action should be taken. If the nurse is una‐
vailable, call the group home physician or emergency room doctor on duty for advice.
The nurse will relay any instructions to group home staff. If a medication schedule change is made and it affects other
shifts, a notice shall be posted in the medication closet.
The error should be circled in the appropriate block in red on the Medication Administration Record, an MCH Incident
Report completed, and a general progress note written.
The nurse will complete a Medication Error Form and submit to the MD immediately. She may call the MD if it is after
business hours or a weekend to notify the MD of the error.
Medication errors are reviewed by the Health and Safety Committee and the Human Rights Committee quarterly to
determine if there are any patterns.

See Attachment 21 ‐‐ Medication Error Report Form
Disposal of Medications Procedure
Medications shall be disposed of in the following manner:
1.
2.

All medications whether controlled or non‐controlled shall be returned to the pharmacy for disposal if discontinued by
the physician.
A Returned Medication Confirmation form shall be completed and signed by staff and pharmacist representative and
kept on file in the group home.
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See Attachment 22 ‐ Returned Medication Confirmation
3.

If a medication is dropped and must be wasted, 2 staff must witness the medication being flushed. Staff should notify
the group home manager and the nurse that the medication was wasted.
Controlled Medications Procedures

1.
2.
3.
4.

All controlled medications are stored under double lock.
Controlled medications are transported in a locked box.
All controlled medications are counted at the change of each shift by 2 persons, 1 staff from the previous shift, and 1
staff coming on. The count must be witnessed by both staff.
The count is recorded on a Controlled Substance Count Sheet. There is a separate sheet for each client and for each
controlled medication. All controlled medications in the facility must be counted, including new containers.

See Attachment 23 – Controlled Substance Count Sheet
5.

6.

7.

New containers are to be opened at the first scheduled count after being received from the pharmacy and included in
the total count. If the number contained in the new container or package does not correspond to the number on the
label, report to the nurse. The nurse must report the discrepancy to the pharmacy (unless the bottle was sealed from
the supplier). If the count in the container is incorrect, staff members counting the contents of a new container should
write the correct number on the label and initial. A notation should be made in the block on the count sheet indicating
that a new container was received and the number in the container. The total count should include the number in the
current container being used and the number in the new container.
Any discrepancy in the count is to be reported to the nurse immediately. If a nurse cannot be contacted, the report
should be made to the facility manager or to the executive director. The nurse will investigate the discrepancy, report
to the executive director, and do a medication error report if needed or write a report and attach to the count sheet.
If a dose of medication is contaminated and must be wasted, 2 staff members must witness the dose being flushed and
document in the space provided on the back of the count sheet. Two persons must witness the medication being
wasted. If more than 3 tablets or capsules or more than 1 syringe of Diastat must be wasted, they should be returned
to the pharmacy for disposal and a Returned Medication Confirmation completed and filed.
Storage of Medications

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

All medications should be stored according to pharmacy recommendations in a clean secure, locked, well‐lit area
where temperatures are maintained between 59 and 86 degrees. Medication closets should have thermometers.
Medications requiring refrigeration should be stored in a locked container in the refrigerator. Any directions for storing
away from light or heat should be followed. Temperature must be between 36 and 48 degrees in the refrigerator, and
a thermometer must be present.
Each residential facility has a designated storage area which secured by 2 locks and keys are only available to personnel
who have received medication training.
Topical medications must be stored separately from other medications such as oral medications.
Medications must be in a locked box when being transported.
Prevention of Medication Shortages

1.

2.
3.

Facility managers are responsible for ensuring that enough medication is available for holidays, weekends, or such
times as the pharmacy might be closed. Designated staff should review all medications weekly to prevent weekend or
holiday shortages. In the event there is a shortage, you should immediately call the RN or nurse on call and report the
shortage. The nurse will be responsible for securing medications or making recommendations.
If medications are spilled or otherwise wasted, the staff causing the medication to be wasted should immediately call
the RN or nurse on call for instruction. The nurse will attempt to contact the pharmacy to replace the medication.
Wasted medication should not be destroyed until instruction is given by the nurse and should be placed in a sealed
envelope or other container until advised by the nurse.
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Medication Check‐In Procedures
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

These procedures apply to ICF‐IID medications when picked up at the pharmacy. As soon as medications are picked up
from the pharmacy, verify the medication is correct and count the medications to ensure count is correct. Do this for
ALL medications.
The medications should match the physician’s order and be put on the MAR as the order reads.
In the event either a label is incorrect or medication is incorrect, return immediately to the pharmacy and have the
error corrected. Report the pharmacy error to the nurse and to your manager as well.
If you cannot reach the pharmacy, contact the nurse immediately for further instructions.
If this is a temporary medication such as an antibiotic, compare the label and the physician’s order or contact the nurse
if this is not available to you.
Individual Records of Medications

1.
2.

Every medication should be recorded accurately on the MAR.
In addition, there should be in the medication closet a notebook which lists each medication by client and gives the
following information:
(a) Name of the medication
(b) Dosage including strength and/or concentration
(c) Frequency
(d) Instructions for use and route
(e) Potential side effects
(f) Drug interactions
(g) Name of prescribing person and phone number
(h) Dispensing pharmacy and contact information

3.

The tech sheet from the pharmacy may be used to provide this information if a – h are included. Any incomplete in‐
formation must be included.
Medications Review

Medications are reviewed at least every 6 months or 180 days by a medical doctor or person who can prescribe medications. This may be docmented on 180 day physican’s orders and the Physician’s Annual Summary. These reviews are
maintained in the client record. Medication errors are monitored through tracking of incident reports and are reviewed by
the safety committee, HRC, and board. In addition, there is quarterly reporting to the MCO.
Medication reactions are recorded in nursing notes, and medication errors are dealt with individually by the RN and may
result in retraining, suspension or other action according to need.
In addition medications prescribed to address behavioral concerns are reviewed quarterly by the QIDP, RN, psychologist,
and prescribing physicians or medical professionals.
SEIZURE
Policy
Precautions will be taken during a seizure to prevent injury to a client and staff will be trained in procedures to follow.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.

Staff should remain calm and calm other clients. Do not attempt to restrain (unless the individual might injure himself
during the seizure) or revive the person. If the client is seated when the seizure begins, help ease him/her to the floor.
Remove hazards such as hard, sharp, hot objects that can cause injury if the person falls or knocks against them.
Don't move the person unless the area is clearly dangerous such as a busy street.
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4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Loosen tight clothing and remove glasses.
Protect airways by gently turning the person on his or her side so any fluid in the mouth can drain safely. Never try to
force the mouth open.
Don't call a doctor or ambulance. Let the seizure run its course unless the person seems to have one seizure after an‐
other without regaining consciousness, the seizure lasts longer than 10 minutes, or unless there is no history of sei‐
zures.
When the seizure ends, let the person rest or sleep if he/she wishes. Be calm and reassuring because the person may
feel embarrassed or disoriented after a seizure.
Document time, length of seizure and description in client record on the seizure chart.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Purpose
MCH evaluates and strives to improve the quality, effectiveness and appropriateness of services rendered by the organiza‐
tion. Thus, service records are systematically reviewed by the Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) to ensure compliance
with 10A NCAC 27G.0201 (7).
Policy
The MCH Quality Assurance Plan includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A quality assurance committee
Written quality assurance and quality improvement plan
Methods for monitoring and evaluating the quality and appropriateness of client care, including delineation of client
outcomes and utilization of services
Professional or clinical supervision, including supervision to staff who are not qualified professionals by a qualified pro‐
fessional in the appropriate area of service
Strategies for improving client care
Review of staff qualifications and a determination made to grant treatment/habilitation privileges
Review of all fatalities of active clients who were being served in area‐operated or contracted residential programs at
the time of death
Adoption of standards that assure operational and programmatic performance meeting applicable standards of prac‐
tice. For this purpose, "applicable standards of practice" means a level of competence established with reference to the
prevailing and accepted methods, and the degree of knowledge, skill and care exercised by other practitioners in the
field.
Procedures

1.

There shall be a multidisciplinary Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) appointed by the executive director which con‐
sists of, but is not limited to, the following positions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2.

program manager
MCE manager
licensed practical nurse
QP(s)
DDA manager

The QAC shall perform a qualitative and quantitative review at least semiannually of the open service records. Each
record should be reviewed for the following content:
(a)

client name and record number on each page
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

required signatures on service plans, orders, notes, consents
face sheet
physician’s orders
medication administration record
error correction
individual service plan or individual habilitation plan
measurable goals
consents
quarterly (or more frequent) review of individual service plan or IHP
emergency medical information
provider choice
progress toward outcomes/goals

See Attachment 24 – QAC Quantitative Review
3.
4.

All paraprofessional staff must be supervised by a qualified professional. Refer to Employee Privileging and Individual‐
ized Supervision Plan elsewhere in these policies.
Staff qualifications and training needs are monitored by the HR manager. Each paraprofessional will receive training in
the following areas or as required for the position:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

5.
6.
7.
8.

core competencies
safety
NCI
medication passing
client rights
confidentiality
blood borne pathogens
OSHA
client specific goals and programs

The Quantitative Review form should be maintained in the service record.
Training needs of paraprofessionals are assessed by the individualized supervision plan and supervising QP.
The QAC should also conduct a qualitative review of each service record at least semiannually; this may be concurrent
with the quantitative review.
The following areas should be reviewed for accuracy in the qualitative review:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)

name
record number
error correction
current photograph (within the last 3 years)
client information sheet
individual service plan or IHP
signatures on all service plans (writer, guardian, client, etc.)
nursing care plan (ICF‐IID only)
programs, guidelines and procedures (objectives, signatures, etc.; ICF‐IID only)
at least quarterly review of individual service plans
QIDP notes (ICF‐IID only)
current physical examination
lab reports
AIMS (if applicable)
quarterly RN physical exam
current immunization record
dental record
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(r)
(s)

MAR
current consents and releases
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(t)
(u)
(v)
(w)
(x)
(y)
(z)
(aa)
(bb)
(cc)
(dd)

Consent to release information
Photograph release
Video release
Waiver and Release of Liability for MCH Fitness Center
Consents for outings

NC‐SNAP
Current QAC review
MR 2
psychological evaluation
social work evaluation (ICF‐IID only)
nursing evaluation (ICF‐IID only)
PT evaluation (ICF‐IID only)
dietary evaluation (ICF‐IID only)
emergency medical information
rights assessment
confirmation of receipt of client handbook

See Attachment 25 – Qualitative Service Record Review
9.
10.

11.

Any findings should be reported to the appropriate QP or manager and should be corrected within 10 working days.
A Qualitative and Quantitative Review Finding and Correction shall be completed for each service record reviewed.
Within 10 working days of the QAC meeting, the program director should compile a report and submit to the executive
director which summarizes all findings and corrections.
The program director should submit a report to the executive director at least semi‐annually which indicates which
files were reviewed and summarizes findings and corrections.

See Attachment 26 – Qualitative and Quantitative Review Finding and Correction
See Attachment 27 – MCH QAC Report
12.
13.
14.

Any deaths or critical incidents shall be reported according to NC licensure rules as described in the General Policies,
Procedures, and Operations Manual via IRIS, Incident Response and Reporting.
The HR manager will record all training in the personnel file and verify that all training as required by the position is
current and complete and that the employee demonstrated competency on all outcome based assessments.
The HR manager should review all open personnel files at least semiannually for content and accuracy in the following
areas:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

evidence that Employee Privileging and Individualized Supervision is current
evidence that training is current
competency demonstrated on outcome based assessments
required documentation is current and accurate
all required releases and documentation of training are signed and dated
status changes are current
performance evaluations are current
all Records of Supervision/Warnings are current and signed

See Attachment 28 – MCH Personnel File Review
15.

The Personnel File Review should be maintained in the last section of the personnel file.
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16.

The HR manager should submit a report to the executive director at least quarterly which indicates which files were
reviewed and any corrective actions.

See Attachment 29 – MCH Personnel File Report
Quality Improvement
Quality Improvement is a continual, cyclical process in which an organization identifies and studies a systematic problem,
plans and tests a systematic change to address the problem, and adopts the change to be successful. QI is an internal func‐
tion of continuously self‐monitoring and carrying out improvement projects. QI implies that there is no upper limit for im‐
proving quality, and the outcome should continue to improve. The Quality Improvement Committee or QIC is composed of
the upper management team and is a function of weekly staff meetings. Any recommendations should be recorded in the
minutes. QI is also a function of the safety committee and should be recorded in minutes of those meetings. There should
be evidence that recommendations are followed up on and if feasible acted upon.
Quality Management includes both QA and QI and are extensively interwoven into quality management. The foundation of
both is measurable data and how that data is used to measure system performance. This data is compiled into an annual
report referred to as the MCH Information Management and Performance Improvement Report.
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TECHNOLOGY
Purpose
Each year MCH evaluates its existing technology infrastructure and usage in order to make recommendations for future
planning and direction.
Policy
MCH manages technology by providing an inventory of current technology assets, documentation of needs, and a priori‐
tized plan, including a budget, to address these needs. Employees are provided with technology as required by the position
and as budgets allow.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

Each year before the end of the fiscal year, the executive director, assistant director, and program manager review the
use of technology and inventory current technology in use.
Staff make requests for new technology on departmental budget requests.
Computers and printers are replaced as needed, and old equipment is offered for sale at reduced prices to employees
or donated to a local charity if of little value if the equipment is not appropriate for use in the day program.
Cell phones are replaced as needed, and QP’s and managers are being provided smart phones as they are replaced and
contracts end.
TECHNOLOGY DISASTER PREPAREDNESS AND RECOVERY
Purpose

Over the years, dependence upon the use of computers in the day‐to‐day business activities of many organizations has be‐
come the norm, and MCH is no exception. Each office in the administrative office has powerful computers which are linked
together by a sophisticated network that provides communications with other computers. Vital functions of the organiza‐
tion depend on the availability of this network of computers. A disaster might prevent the use of the system to process
payroll or bill Medicaid, and staff, and clients rely upon our systems for service delivery. Over 43% of those who use com‐
puters lose irreplaceable files every year because they do not have backup systems in place. Up to 13% of hard drives crash
in their first year. Thousands of files are lost each year to fires, floods, and other disasters. It is impossible to estimate the
damage to MCH if disaster were to strike and eliminate our ability to use our computers. For that reason, we must have
plans in place to continue operation if there were to be a disaster.
Policy
All disaster recovery plans assume a certain amount of risk, the primary one being how much data will be lost in the event
of a disaster. MCH has made compromises between the amount of time, effort, and money spent in the planning and
preparation of a disaster and the amount of data loss it can sustain and still remain operational following a disaster. Time is
also an important consideration because it would be difficult to function without computers. Recovery efforts focus on
quick recovery, or even zero down time. Although MCH cannot guarantee zero data loss, it has made efforts to be able to
access data from on‐line storage banks and data saved to the server which can be accessed from any off‐site computer with
the appropriate links and passwords.
Procedures
1.

All personnel who have desktop or laptop computers for work purposes are provided with flash drives. Essential files
should be backed up to the flash drive at least weekly.
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2.

3.

4.
5.

Computers which are considered essential to the business function of the organization are backed up to Carbonite,
software which encrypts files twice before backing them up securely offsite, using the same encryption techniques that
banks use. Files remain encrypted at secure data centers and can be accessed or restored if a computer hard drive
crashes.
MCH also has a secure server which backs up the files of each networked computer. All MCH computers and the MCE
manager’s computer remotely back up daily via FTP to the server computer which is located in the administrative of‐
fice.
The server is backed up with Carbonite and stored offsite on Carbonite servers. Data on the server computer is retriev‐
able in the event of failure or disaster.
Encrypted flash drives are provided to all employees who have confidential data on their computers.
THERAPEUTIC LEAVE

1.
2.

Documentation shall reflect the number of days of service and include verification of therapeutic leave days.
Documentation related to the therapeutic leave shall include:
(a) the length of time for the leave;
(b) justification for each therapeutic leave episode; and
(c) a statement regarding the individual’s condition prior to and after return from the leave.

3.

ICF‐IID Facilities shall comply with Medicaid requirements pertaining to therapeutic leave which is not to exceed 60
days per year.
• The taking of such leave must be for therapeutic purposes only, and must be ordered by the patient's attending
physician. The necessity for such leave shall be documented in the patient's plan of care and therapeutic justifica‐
tion for each instance of such leave entered into the patient's medical record.
• The therapeutic justification for such absence shall be subject to review by the state or its agent during scheduled
on‐site medical reviews.
Facilities must reserve a therapeutically absent patient's bed for him and shall not derive any Medicaid revenue for
that patient other than the reimbursement for that bed during the period of absence.
Facilities shall be reimbursed at their full current Medicaid bed rate for a bed reserved due to therapeutic leave. Fa‐
cilities shall not be reimbursed for therapeutic leave days taken which exceed the legal limit.
A patient's 12‐month entitlement period shall begin on January 1 and continue through December 31 of a calendar
year. Unused therapeutic leave days shall not be carried over from one calendar year to another.
• Facilities must keep a cumulative record of therapeutic leave days taken by each patient for reference and audit
purposes. In addition, patients on therapeutic leave must be noted as such on the facility's midnight census.
• Facilities shall bill Medicaid for approved therapeutic leave days as regular residence days.
The official record of therapeutic leave days taken for each patient shall be maintained by the state or its agent.
• Entitlement to therapeutic leave is not applicable in cases when the therapeutic leave is for the purpose of receiving
• either inpatient or nursing services provided either elsewhere or at a different level of care in the facility of current
residence when such services are or will be paid for by Medicaid.

4.

Therapeutic leave must be documented in the Person‐Centered Plan for residential care and therefore does not require
a separate prior authorization.
NC Innovations does not provide therapeutic leave; however, DDA residents may have up to 15 days of therapeutic
leave in a quarter not to exceed 45 days in a year.

5.

See Attachment 30 – Authorized Leave Form
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MISCELLANEOUS POLICIES
STORAGE OF VALUABLES AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
Policy
All MCH clients are encouraged to have personal possessions and have a designated place to store valuables and personal
property.
Procedures
1.
2.
3.

Residential clients are encouraged to have and maintain personal items such as radios, portable television sets, pic‐
tures, posters, records, tapes, etc.
Storage for personal items will be provided in both the residential and vocational settings. Lockers are provided in the
vocational facility. Individual rooms are provided in each residential facility.
Annual inventories of personal items are taken in residential settings and are maintained by the manager.
RESEARCH
Policy

MCH does not engage or participate in research activities. While MCH does not engage in research, there is, however, a
process for the review of requests for studies. These studies could include, but need not be limited to, such things as inci‐
dental student requests.
The Human Rights Committee will review all requests for studies within MCH facilities. The Human Rights Committee may
invite other persons having expertise in a particular field as needed.
Procedures
1.

Any person wishing to conduct a study activity within a MCH facility must complete the Research Form and submit it to
the executive director.

See Attachment 31 – Request for Research
2.

3.
4.

When completed, this form must be submitted to the Human Rights Committee for approval.
The Research Form will be reviewed by the Human Rights Committee and other appropriate persons as determined by
the chairperson. The person wishing to conduct the study may be asked to attend this meeting.
Approval or disapproval will be submitted in writing to the requesting party. If the Human Rights Committee does not
approve the request for a study within a MCH facility, specific reasons will be stated.
All data, information, and formal results of any study within a MCH facility will be submitted to the chairperson of the
Human Rights Committee. Confidentiality will be respected at all times.

STORAGE AND USAGE OF TOXIC MATERIALS
Policy
All cleaning supplies (i.e., bleach, laundry detergents, disinfectants, other caustic materials) are stored in locked areas.
Procedures
1.

These items will be kept separate from medications and food items.
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2.
3.

Staff will return these items to the storage area immediately after their use. Clients who are involved in cleaning pro‐
grams will be supervised closely by staff when using any toxic materials.
In‐service training for staff regarding the proper storage of toxic materials will be provided during orientation and on
an on‐going basis.
HUMAN SEXUALITY
Purpose

Sexuality and sexual development are important aspects of life in general. In a program concerned with the development
of independent living skills, it is necessary to address the sexual development of clients. The intent of this policy and these
standards is neither to encourage nor restrict sexual behavior. However, this policy does intend to allow appropriate ex‐
pression or sexual feelings in a manner which is acceptable to clients, parents or guardians, staff, administration, and MCH
Board.
Policy
1.

The following should be considered when evaluating a client’s sexuality:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2.

the client's values and functional level
the values of the client's family, legal guardian, or significant others
the norms of the community in which the program is based
legal rights and limitations
the availability of privacy in a group‐living situation

With these considerations in mind, the following standards are intended so that the client, parents and/or guardians,
the community, and the staff can integrate efforts to guide individual sexual expression in a way that leads to respon‐
sible and acceptable behavior:
(a) Sexual behavior will be expressed in a manner that is consistent with the client's training goals and considered ap‐
propriate for the setting. Sexual expression is never appropriate in the vocational setting. This includes kissing and
hand holding. The client's functioning level and needs for sex education and/or counseling will be taken into con‐
sideration.
(b) Personal or interpersonal sexual behavior will be private and expressed in a manner which respects the privacy of
others.
(c) There will be regard for the possibility of pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases and the need for birth con‐
trol.
(d) Approaches concerning sexuality and counseling or education may include the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

personal values
use of private space
legal rights and limitations
contraception
sexually transmitted diseases
body parts and functions
relationships
appropriate vs. inappropriate behavior
masturbation
dating
intercourse
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Procedures
1.
2.
3.

If a problem concerning sexual behavior occurs, the problem behavior will be clearly identified as to why the behavior
created a problem and what behavior would be considered appropriate.
If the problem is not then resolved, alternate solutions will be discussed, and appropriate professionals will be consult‐
ed if necessary.
If alternative solutions are not effective in eliminating the problem behavior, restrictions may be taken which affect the
client's right to privacy and sexual expression. If this becomes necessary, such restrictions must be time‐limited and
documented in the client's record. Human Rights Committee approval may be necessary.
PETS
Policy

Pets are allowed in MCH residential facilities on a case by case basis which takes into account the desires of residents and
staff. No pets are allowed in facilities where clients have documented allergies to pet dander or are afraid of animals. Any
facility which houses pets must ensure that all shots are current, the animal is neutered, and provide a clean, odor–free
environment. All pets must be approved by the executive director and health and safety committee. Documentation of
shots and veterinary care should be on file in the facility.
MCE shall have no pets other than fish.
Visiting pets should be accompanied by owner and leashed if appropriate. Any staff who bring pets to work for therapeutic
reasons should provide documentation of current shots and have prior approval of the executive director and/or health and
safety committee.
Procedures
All MCH facilities which do allow pets should adhere to the following rules:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Each pet must be maintained responsibly and in accordance with all applicable ordinances, state and local public
health, animal control, and animal anti‐cruelty laws and regulations governing pet ownership. Any waste generated by
a pet must be disposed of promptly to avoid any unpleasant and unsanitary odor in the home.
Animals that are usually considered vicious and/or intimidating are not allowed. Some examples of animals that have a
reputation of a vicious nature are snakes, lizards, Rottweiler, Doberman pincher, pit bulldog, and/or ANY animal that
displays vicious behavior. This determination will be made by the director and health and safety committee represent‐
atives. This list is not all inclusive and animals not listed in this section may also be prohibited.
Pet(s) shall not disturb, interfere or diminish the peaceful enjoyment of residents. The terms, disturb, interfere or di‐
minish shall include but not be limited to barking, howling, chirping, biting, scratching and other like activities. If so,
the home will be given one week to make arrangements for the care of the pet.
If the animal should become destructive, create a nuisance, represent a threat to the safety and security of residents,
or create a problem in the area of cleanliness and sanitation, the director will notify the home that the animal must be
removed immediately.
The owner of any pet which is brought to any facility for therapeutic reasons should provide proof of current shots to
the HR manager.
VOLUNTEERS
Purpose

MCH recognizes the value of volunteers and the possibility that volunteers may wish to contribute time and expertise to the
organization. Volunteers can be a source of knowledge and experience, and their contribution is a way of expanding com‐
munity awareness of MCH programs and the people served.
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Policy
MCH welcomes volunteers in any capacity for which they are qualified and for which there is need. However, MCH does
not use volunteers in lieu of paid staff nor for client training.
Volunteers may be used to bring enrichment or entertainment to clients. They are not to be used in the capacity of trained
staff because of strict state guidelines and liability to MCH. The same training standards which apply to paid staff are re‐
quired of any volunteers who provide training. This creates a liability for MCH; thus, volunteers are not used in lieu of or to
supplement trained employees.
All volunteers will be advised of MCH’s confidentiality policy and must sign a Non‐disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement.
Volunteers also are included in the MCH Social Networking policy.
Volunteers must also enter into an agreement with MCH which states their volunteer position and understanding that they
are not employees of the organization.
See Attachment 32 – Volunteer Agreement
FEE FOR SERVICE
Purpose
While MCH does not have a set fee for service for residential facilities and accepts the state or federal funding source, MCE
(Macon Citizens Enterprises) may apply proper fees for various prevocational and/or training services offered to clients.
There are no fees for service other than those which are reimbursed by state funding or Medicaid for residential programs
and community‐based services.
Policy
Appropriate fees apply to all MCE clients when there is no funding stream. MCH accepts payment from state funding or
Medicaid for all residential programs and community‐based services.
Procedures
1.

2.

3.
4.

All MCE clients sponsored by themselves, families, group home, or a third party may be charged the current state ADVP
rate per hour or a negotiated amount which is determined by attendance, extenuating factors, and supplemental
funds.
A schedule of fees for MCE is available upon request from the executive director or assistant director. There may be
concessions for paying by the month, and fees are based on the current ADVP rate. These fees may be changed if the
ADVP rate is decreased; however adequate notice will be given to any private pay clients.
Payment will be expected within 2 weeks of services being rendered or monthly if arrangements are made with the
assistant director.
MCE fees must be negotiated with the executive director.
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